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President's Report
Joseph Flores

Happy

New

School

Year!!!

I sincerely hope that you had an op
portunity for well-deserved down
time or, better yet, fantastic vacation
adventure� this summer. Music teach
ers always plan so far in advance lhat
it seems U1at our summer "breaks"
are often filled with music program
ming and lesson planning, music
camps. and ume spent m the class
room preparing for the school year.
Hopefully you Look at least a little
time for yourself and are recharged
and ready for this exciting new year!

presentations. Some of the rresen
tations were in the fo1m of reports
from our NAfME societies and coun
cils including Research in Music
Education. Music Teacher Educa
tion. Jazz Education. General Music
Education, In-ovations, Collegiate
Advisory CoW1cil, and Guitar/Band/
Choir/Orchestra/Music Composition
Education). Additionally, r attend
ed break-out sessions on a variety
of topics. These sessions included.
State & Local Capacity Building and
Teacher Evaluations. We also had the
opportunity Lo listen to a round table
discussion that included leaders from
various music related organizations
and merchants. NAfME has done a
great job providing a forum for music
related organizations and merchants
to dialogue and develop a common
mission to support music with a lmit
ed voice, i.e. strength in numbers.

In addition to lhe topics. presenta
tions, and break-out sessions, I at
tended an incredible perfonnance of
"The President's O\\.n" U.S. Marine
Band. I also was able to attend the
2012 NAME Honor Ensembles
Concert at the Kennedy Center Con
cert J!all NAfME is in the process
of refonnattiag selection for these
NAtME NATJONAL ASSEMBLY
ensembles. r encourage all New
Among the many things I did this
Mexico high school directors to
summer, I was again honored to trav
support their students to audition
el wilh Don Gerheart and NMMEA
for the 2013 NAtME Honor En
President-elect, Neil Swapp, to the
sembles. Next year, the Honor En
Baltimore. MD/Washington. D.C.
sembles will take place at the beau
area to represent New Mexico at
tiful Gaylord Resort m Nashville,
the 2012 NAfME National Leader
TN in October. Selection for these
ship Assembly Jw1e 23rd-26th. rr
ensembles will be based on partici
you are not familiar with the event,
pation at each MEAs AII-State Music
the NAfME National Leadership
festival. Therefore, if your 9th-I I th
Assembly is where officers from all
grade student is selected for 2013
of our nation's state music educa
NMMEA All-State, he or she will
tion associations (MEA) convene to
qualify for selection to the NAfME
share state information and issues
Honor Ensembles. (Sadly, seniors
with other states and our national as
in our 2013 NMMEA All-State will
sociation. The event coincides with
not be considered as they will be in
the National Music Education Week.
college in October 2013.) Of course
iliere will be a fonnal process for
As always, at the national assembly
selection. NAfME is currently es
we discussed national projects &
tablishing this process. However.
initiatives and budget. The national
New Mexico is guaranteed 6 stuassociation also hosted meaningful
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dents in these ensemble� (2 band. 2
orchestra. 2 choir). Once the proces�
is finalized I will share the informa
tion in lhe next NM Musician Maga
zine and al our NMMEA website.
TEACHER EVALUATION
As mentioned. one of the breakout
sessions I attended was regarding
teacher evaluations. Hopefully you
have been keeping up with the news
in New Mexico regarding the new
process for teacher and principal
evaluation as proposed by the Pub
lic Education Department (PED).
ln a nutshell, NM PED is required
to revamp the teacher and principal
evaluation process as required by the
No Child Left Behind waiver that
our state requested. Since 2011 a
group of teachers, administrators, su
perimendems. and 0U1ers have bt;cn
meeting to develop the new evalua
tion system. Se\eral recommenda
tions ha\'e been proposed. Recent!} .
the NM PED has outlined a system
that will be pushed through the NM
PED by NM Secrctary-Dc�ignatc
Hannah Skandera by executive o r 
der. In our stare. evaluation falb
wtlhin the ptmiew of lhc P[D in
their role to regulate and manage
schools in New Mexico, therefore.
the PFD can do lhis as a legal ac
tion without legislative approval.
Herc is a synopsis of the curren1
draft rule that is being considered
(as outlined by Luis Delgado. APS
Instructional Manager of Fine Art<.):
''Objective: This rule seeks to
change from a system that is based
on years of experience and credcn
lials (training and degrees) to one
that focuses on setting standards
for teaching effectiveness and m e a 
sured student achievement growth.
Implementation: The timeline for
full implementation is the 20132014 school year. This current school
year will be used as a pilot year in
schools around New Mexico. Ap
proximately 30 schools or school
The New Mexico Musician - Fall. 2011

President...
districts ha,e volun1eered 10 pilot
the proposed system. For this school
year, school districts ma) continue
to use 1he current evaluation for
mat and system. The PED \\, ill be
working this school year to develop
the alternative assessments that are
mentioned in the proposed rule.
Evaluation System Components:
The proposed evaluation system
for all teachers will be based 50%
on student acruevement growth
(SAG), 25% on multiple measures,
and 25% on observations. There arc
five levels of performance that will
be used: Exemplary, (meets com
petency), Highly Effective (meets
competency). Effective (meets com
petency), Minimally Effective (does
not meet competency). and Ineffec
tive (does not meet competcnc)).
I or the teacher who teaches in
a grnde or subject that has stat\·
dards-based asscssmen1 (SBA):
35% of the student gro\vth measure
shall be the SBA scores of 1he1r
students, and 15°·0 shall be add1t1onal PED approved assessments
for a total or 5011 11 SAG measure.
f· or the teacher " ho teaches m a grade
or subject that is NOT measured by
slate asscssments/Sl3A ( MU�IC).
val id and reliable data and mdicaiors
or student growth achievement a!>
ses�ed annually on district-selected
and PED approved asscssmcnb shall
COt"t1promise 50° o of the evaluation.
Observations will constitute 25%
of the c,aluation system. v,ith the
proposed system ad, ocating the
use of a "uniform protocol'' (ob
sen ation fonn and performance
indicators) throughout the slate.
The remaining 25% is to be district developed measure:-. that
can include perfonnances and
programs. These measures will
need to have PED approval.
Jt is important lo note that because
this is being done through executive rule. there is no mention of boThe New Mexico Musician
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nu!> pay for exemplary evaluations
or pay loss due to a poor evalua
tion. If a bill had been passed in the
Legislature tying 1his reform system
to the three-tier teacher compensa
tion, then salary adjustment might
have been possible. Bui, as there
was no bill passed, the three-tier
compensation 1s still law and can
not be altered by implementing
this system through executive rule.
Other Components:
rr a school district requests, SBA
and A-F School Grades can be used
as part of the evaluation for teach
ers whose courses are not associ
aied with state assessments/SBA. In
order for this to happen. the school
district must make the request and
the PED must appro,e the request.
If this option is used. only data from
students assigned to a teacher can be
used. Student achievement growth
as measured by district-developed
assessments shall be a greater per
centage than the slate assessment/
SBA component. (This option could
be posttivc for music teachers. as
most of therr students arc the higher
performing students rn a school.)
Beginning 111 the 2013-2014 school
year, SBA and A-F School Grades
will be used as part or tht> evaluation
for teacher:. ,... ho�1' courses arc not
associated with state assessments if a
school district has not implemented
appropriate asse!>sments for these
courses or adopted comparable mea
!>ures of student achievement growll1.
Bcgmning i n the 2013-2014 school
year. school dis1ricts shaH be respon
sible for measuring achie"ement
gain in all subjects and grade levels.
To accomplish this. each school dis
trict shall adminis1er student assess
ments that measure course mastery.
This can be done through standard
ized assessments approved by the
departments such as the NAEP or
industry certification programs, or
PED approved and school-devel
oped end of course assessments
As you can see 1he implications of

this proposed evaluation system
has far reaching potential to drasti
cally affect all teachers. especially
teachers who do not leach subjects
and grade levels that are fonnally
assessed by the state. On behalf of
NMMEA I have sent a letter to NM
Secretary-Dc:..ignate Haimah Skan
dera offering assistance in develop
ing assessment measures for mu
sic educators and other arts. I will
also be inviting leadership from N M
PED t o attend our conference. and
1f possible. have an open discussion
or address on this topic. I have not
yet heard back from Ms. Skandera.
In the meantime, I will be forming
a council of music educators from
large, medium, and small school
districts as music educator repre
sentatives, if and when a task force
for developing :'lssessment measures
is convened If we arc not a part or
the discussion regarding "state ap
pro\.ed" assessments for music. we
may not like what the stale decides
1s an appropriate assessment for our
music classes. There is a saytng, "If
you're not al the table, you may be
on the menu." Let's hope for a din
ner m, 1ta11on. But more unportantly.
every music teacher needs to have an
important conversation with school
district decision makers on this topic.
The mor1.. information we provide our
decision makers. the more likely they
will be to support our interests. You
do not ha\·e to get fancy \Vhen you
speak with these people. You simply
have to say, "All Leachers should be
evaluated for student achievement
in their classroom. However, I am
concerned about exactly how music
students will be assessed. What type
of music student assessment!> will
our school district approve in evalu
ating music teachers?" Be prepared
10 give your opinion on this topic. I
encourage you to speak with science,
social studies, other elective teach
ers, and non-tested grade level math
and English teachers on this matter.
OTHER NEWS
Please make plans to attend our
2013 All-State Music Festival and
3

President . . .

In-Service Conference. NMMEA
leadership has been working very
hard to present a fantastic festi
val and conference for you and
your students. There will be a few
changes to the format U1is year:
Honor Concerts will be held
during the afternoons instead of U,e
evening. This decision was made
to ensure Uiat all students and edu
cators attend these honored perfor
mances. Therefore, we have slightly
lengthened the festival/conference
days to accommodate this decision.
We have elected to forego
an exhibit area this year do to space
limitations and low traffic Aow in the
exhibit area. We are currently devel
oping a new format for businesses
and sponsors to mingle with students
and educators while promoting their
branding. While we have eliminated

the exhibil area we have re:-.erve<l
space in the UNM Popejoy foyer
for university tables and displays.
NMMEA 1s pleased Lo pro
vide a new offering at our confer
ence. This year we have added a new
perfo1111ance clinic. The purpose of
this perfom1anee clinic is to provide
an opportunity for programs to pres
ent a musical performance for music
educators while sharing pertinent in
formation about their highly special
ized music ensemble. This year, the
Albuquerque Academy Steel Drum
Band has been selected as the first
ever N M MEA Innovation Ensemble.
The group is under the direction of
Hovey Corbin.
Congratulations!
Though not a change, you
will be delighted to know that Dr. Tim
Lautzenheiser will be our keynote
speaker on the first full day of our

-$1 ,$2 World's Finest Chocolate
-$2 Hershey's
- $ 1 Obcrto Beef Jerky
-Cookie Dou5Zh & Frozen Food

conference. Dr. Tim \\ill abo pres
ent a clinic after his keynote address.
LAST THOUGI ITS
Every year presents challenges and
every year promises a variety of
successes. This year will be no dif
ferent. Remember that life is about
perspective and. no mailer what
the situation, there is always some
thing for which to be grateful. 1
am grateful to teach a subject that I
love and I am grateful to teach in a
field of amazing musicians, educa
tors, and friends. I know that you
feel U,e same way. Thank you for
all of your hard work. and thank you
for teaching music in New Mexico!
Best wishes for a great school year.

New �lexico O" ned
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Office Notes
Don Gerheart, Executive Director
Minutes of our Execulive Commit
Lee and Board of Directors Meet
ings. Calendar of Musical Events,
our Handbook, and other important
informalion you need to know.

For those returning to the class
room welcome back and thanks for
all you do for the students of New
Mexico. For new music teachers to
New Mexico we welcome you. Don't
hesitate to contact colleagues or our
NMMEA officers if you have ques
tions or need some help. For you re
tirees' thanks for all you have dom:
for our students and contmue to en
joy what you ,, ish to do and not what
you have to do. No matter 1fyou are a
reluming teacher, a nev. teacher, or a
retired teacher please consider being
involved in your school. community.
your dislrict N MMEA. and our New
Mexico Music Educators Associa
tion.
Please check our NMMEA website
often especially from now through
January as this is where you will find
the most current infonnation about
All-State Auditions and our All-State
Music Festival and In-Service Con
ference. We have a number of chang
es occurring namely a change i n how
you are to do the All-State Commit
ment Forms. schedule changes for
All-State, and a board decision that
there will be no exhibits at this com
ing All-State. More specific infor
mation about these changes can be
found by opening the ··summer Up
dates 2012·· link on our home page.
In addition you will find ourNMMEA
By-Laws. Articles of Incorporation,
6

Your Executive Committee has been
working very hard for months pre
paring for our auditions as well as for
the many clinics and arrangements
that need to be made for All-State.
Please read the columns of our offi
cers to find out who the honor groups
will be as well as more specific infor
mation about your section in regards
to our auditions and upcoming All
State.
Congratulations to our 2013
NMMEA Awards Recipients.
They are:
Hall of Fame - John Sanks, Albu
querque
Music Educator of the Year - Chuck
Gerheart, Bayard
Administrator of the Year - Joan
Gilmore. Grants
Dr John Batchellar Elementary
Award - Sara Hennessey, (lovis
New & Emerging Music Educator of
the Year - Sarah Rede. Las Cruces
Emeritus Teacher Award - Kathy
DoUahon, Las Cruces (Santa Maria.
CA)
Rollie V. Heitman Service Award
- Ron Lipka, Albuquerque & Jane
Gerheart, Los Alamos
School District Award of Distincuon
- Albuquerque Public Schools
School District Certificate of Recog
nition - Rio Rancho Public Schools
New Mexico Arts Grant
l am pleased to announce that New
Mexico Arts has awarded NMMEA
a gram in the amount of $7.356.
Thanks to President Joseph Flores
who prepared the grant proposal we
received a score of99 out of a possi
ble I 00 Lhe highest score of the over
150 organizations that submitted pro
posals. The panel that TC\iewed our
submission was very complimentary
about what we offer Lo students from

all over New Mexico, the in-kind
support we get from many music
educators, and the excellent leader
ship of the organization. They were
also very impressed with tJ,e qual
ity of our guest conductors and our
clinicians. Bravo to all who make
NMMEA a quality organiLation.
Conference Hotel
Our conference hotel for the 2013
All-State is the Sheraton Albuquer
que Uptown Hotel located at the
comer of Menaul and Louisiana NE.
Their facilities arc very nice. The rate
will be $77 per room plus tax for up
to four students per room. There is
ample parking (buses included) at the
hotel. A full complimentary breakfast
is included and will be served in one
of their ballrooms. The Coronado
Mall is located across the street and
ABQ Uptown 1s relatively close.
Your Board of Directors encourages
directors to support the Sheraton Up
town even though it is the director's
choice as to where to house their :,tu
dents
Membership Rcnenals and Updat
ing Your Information
Please renew your membership on
line if possible. This is also where
you update your personal informa
tion. NAtME has changed their re
nev,;aJ policy tn that your anniversary
date will be the date listed on their
database as of July 2012. [f your
membership expires July 2012 and
you don 'L renew it until September
your membership renewal date will
be July 2013 not September 2013.
Go to www.nafme.org. On the right
side of this p:1ge there is a NAfME
logo for membership renewals. Click
on it. Log in using your email ad
dress and your 9 digit ID number that is your ID number preceded by
as many zeros necessary for a total or
9 numbers. If your ID ti is I 1 1 I then
you log on by entering 00000 I 1 1 1 .
Once you log in the next screen that
Hi Folks;
Here 1s another legendary band di-
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vill appear is your screen. Click on
'My Personal lnfonnation." Next
dick on any of the areas that you
1ee<l to update and make your chang
<S. Folio,, the instructions until you
lave updated all of your inforrn=ition
ts needed and you have completed
tie renewal process. Remember the
nster infonnat1on that is posted on
<11r website is taken directly form
1'Alv1E's database. We do not enter
o- correct any data posted on the on
Inc roster. It is your responsibility to
u,datc your contact information. ft
\,ould save me hours of time if you
could also notify me of any changes
t< your contact information.
N )te· NAfME 1s updating their wcb
sise BUT they arc experiencing many
pDblems resulting m a number of
lirks not working properly. Contact
N \11\.IE for help if this occurs.
NMl\1EA Scholarship
If iou have a student who 1s planning

to major in music education please
call their attention to our NMMEA
Music Scholarship and encourage
them to apply. More information and
the application form can be found on
our website. Click of rhc ''NMMEA
.
Forms. link and then on the links
under lhe ..Student Scholarships"
header. The scholarship is worth
$500 payable to lheir university the
first year and another $500 payable
to the student when they are doing
their student teaching. The deadline
for applications is December I. 2012.
Advocac)
Last. but not least. we all must con
tinue to advocate for c;trong music
education programs in our schools.
With funding shortfalls all around
us it is more important than ever that
we infonn our administrators. school
board. and elected officials how im
portant participation is music to us.
None of us should sit back and watt
for someone else to advocate for mu-

sic and other arts to be a viable part
of each school's curriculum. Get in
'volved if you haven't already done
so and encourage your students Lo
get involved. They and their parents
have a great deal of clout and can be
the most effective tool we have.
NAfME has a tremendous wealth of
information for you to read and use
in your advocacy efforts. Please go
to v.ww.nafme.org and click on the
"Advocacy" link. If you go one step
further you can click on the Support
Music '"Make Your Case'' database.
There are a number of sections you
can check and the database will give
you lhe articles relating to your inter
est.
Don't hesitate to contact me if you
have any questions or concern:;.
Teach your students well and work to
have the strongest program possible.
For today's students to succeed to
morrm\, they need a comprehensive
cducatton that includes music taught
by exemplary music educators.

lvfay 2, 31 and 4th 2013
Contact: Kathy Fishburn, Executive Director
Greater Southwest Music Festival
1000 S Polk Street*Amarillo, Texas 79101
(806) 373 -5093 or (800) 444-4763 * Fax: (806) 373-5656
www.gswm f.com
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Editor's Desk
Keith Jordan
the ensemble.
The late Robert "Hawk" Hawkins.
Director of Bands at Morehead State
University purchased eight English
bore comets for his symphony band
to achieve a more balanced blend of
instniments.

rector that you oughta know about,
Norvil Howell and here is an article
by Mr. Howell on Comets vs Trumpet and Daniel Fear on Conducting.
Where Have all the Cornets gone?
by 1'lorvil Howell
I recently read an infonnative a r 
ticle in the April issue of the NAfME
puhlication Teaching Music entitled
"Steps Toward a Perfect Trumpet
Blend" by Chad Criswell. The article
is well written with helpful hints on
trumpet blending. However, I would
like to ask where have all the comets
gone? Band sales catalogues display
numerous trumpet manufacturers
and !heir assorted models but have
only one listing for the comet. What
has happened to the comet'! I know
trumpets arc the instrument of choice
of most marching bands , symphony
orchestras, stage bands, and large
and small jazz bands in this country;
but in the past most band arrange
ments have called for comets (1,2,3,
and trumpets I and 2).
Many college/university trumpet stu
dio teachers say one can hardly tell
the difference in trumpets and cor
nets and that may be true if they are
teaching college and or professional
musicians but with high school and
middle school students I contend
there is a great deal of difference.
Comets tend 10 be mellower and
make for a more balanced sound in
8

While l cannot vouch for its authen
ticity I have a copy of a letter attribut
ed lo the late Herben L. Clarke writ
ing in 192 I to Mr. Elden E. Benge
who was thinking of making a move
from cornet to trumpet. In the letter
Mr. Clarke advises Mr. Benge not
to make the change. While the let
ter is humorous by today's standards.
he includes the following sentence I
would like to quote: "I never heard
of a real soloist playing before the
public on Trumpet. One cannot play
a decent song even, properly. on it.
and it has sprung up in the last few
years like ''ja7·• music. which is the
nearest llell, or the Devil. m music.
II pollutes the art of Music". Now.
whether tl11s leiler is authentic or not
is open to question and please keep 111
m111d that it was supposedly wriuen
in 1921. and I totally disagree \\ith
most of its contents.
I personally feel it is a sad day when
band directors only encourage their
students to play trumpets.
Norvil Howell
I feel personally lucky to call Nor
vii a friend and colleague. I can call
him and ask questions whenever I
need to and l do quite often. He is a
WEALTH of knowledge and l can't
tell you how many Clovis Band Di
rectors have told me that they have
spent more than a few hours in Nor
vii 's kitchen, asking similar ques
tions.
I can tell you that while at the Uni
versity of Utah working on my M a s 
ter's in Music Education, I had the
opportunity to study under Gregg
Hanson. who as luck would have it

graduated from the University of
Michigan under Dr. Revelli. We OF
TEN had Dr. Revelli out to conduct.
teach. mentor and help om band. Dr.
Revelli said he lamented the shift to
tmmpets vs the comet on many occa
sions. also mentioning the parts that
were originally written for Cornet.
He also mentions the conical bore
vs the cylindrical bore and the effect
on the sound and the balance within
the band. Many of the older band
arrangements are wrinen for Comet
and as you all know. conical bore in
struments are made to be played in
"families·· as cylindrical bore horns
arc generally soloistic in nature.
On a di tlcrent note l \\ ish each of
you a great start to the year and hope
that you are healthy and happy. The
transition to private school has been
a smooth and even one. I have been
enjoying my colleagues and my du
ties at my new school.
Let me know 1f there 1s anything I
can do to help you this year. I would
love Lo be of sen,ice1
Keith
Reflection of Conducting Sympo
sium with Robert Ponto By Daniel
Fear
On January 6th. I was fortunate
enough lo participate in a mini-con
ducting symposium with Dr. Robert
Ponto of the University of Oregon
while attending Lhe NMMEA All
State and In-Service Conference. I
was given the opportunity to conduct
Frank Tichelli's Rest. I spent a week
and a half preparing the score and
learning the ins and outs of this piece
of music. I found that I didn ·1 really
think very highly of it. I didn't find it
thal moving and was much more en
amored with the original vocal ver
sion of the piece.
During the symposium. I was se
lected to go first. I was consider
ably nervous. as I have never put my
conducting out in front of a great en
semble while surrounded by friends
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Editor...
and colleagues of great success in my eyes "to God." II was a vc11
our field. I was also opening myself TRUSTFUL moment. as I was not
up to an unknown source of critique. able 10 SEE how the ensemble was
Dr. Ponto asked what kind of feed- respondjng. 1 was totally dependant
back I was looking for, a good sign. upon my ears. Imagine that, music
I responded with wanting lo free my being dependant on tJ1e t:ars! Wl1at
entire body up and conduct with all a concept.
the body, not just the arms.
The next several moments cemented
The time had come. and T took lo the my relationship will1 the ensemble.
podium. The ensemble was Ll1e inter- I began to notice parts of the music
Collegiate Honor Band comprised of that l didn ·1 notice before and I be
select students from the top universi- gan to see that this piece of work was
ties in New Mexico. They were all quite beautiful for the wind band and
great players and a great sounding contained an amount of artistic merit.
ensemble. We took to the music with Dr. Ponto asked me a very pointed
a run-through of Rest The ensemble question of what could emotionally
was great and played exactly ,,. hat l motivate me through the climax of
gave them. which was almost noth- the piece. Being that Rest was com
ing. I was very nervous and the en- posed as a memorial piece and i:, a
semble could sense it and responded description of the rest that can come
with a lukevvann performance. We to a person after death as well as the
really only had a first impression peace and rest tha1 can come over a
to build a relationship in which we family watching a member struggle
could create art and I was not coming wiU1 pain. T had my answer.
off very strong. I was competent and Dr. Ponlo: "What motivation can you
had done my preparation. I knew find for this climax?"
what I wanted and what l wanted to Me: "Honestly'?"
emphasize, I JUSI had to prove it to Dr. Ponto: ··Yes, of course We're
1he ensemble and get them to trust among friends here.··
me! Dr. Ponto took a moment to Mc: (With tears beginning lo shim
,.,ork with me and have me loosen up mer in the comers of my eyes) "The
a few things and fix one or two tech- release my family felt when my
Motlier lost her battle to cancer."
nic.al aspects of movement.
We then began Lo focus on the begin- As r proclaimed my motivation, the
ning of the piece as I felt 1.hat it was ensemble hegan to relate much more
the most valuable part of the com- to what the music and I were attempt
pos ition. It was the only part Ll1at I ing lo communicate. A few members
felt even remotely connected to. I instantly had a greater connection to
beg;an to make some progress with me as evidenced by the damp comers
the ensemble and we did develop of their eyes.
some trust. They took a little more With LJ1at, Dr. Ponto asked me once
dire,ction each time. My confidence more to conduct through the climax
began to build. but I was still incred- of the composition. TT WAS AMAZ
ibly nervous of making a huge con- ING! The ensemble and I transcend
ducting error and losing all that was ed from notes on the page to trans
parent artistry and created one of the
being built.
We moved on to the climax of the most artistic moments in my life. We
comfi)osition and spent a few more had broken through and created a
minutes workjng there. I was a pup- bond that meant something. I con
pet c·onnected to Dr. Ponto receiving ducted with complete abandon and
great! feedback on ways to free up had no concerns with technique; only
my movement. Since I was famil- in movement in sound. We had com
iar emough will1 the score. I was able plete trust in each other and knew
to ta1ckte a few different exercises. beyond a doubt that I cared for them
inclu1ding conducting the ensemble as much as they cared for what I had
with my eyes closed as well as with gone through. By the final chord,
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several members of the ensemble had
visible tears, and many others had a
dull glistening in their eyes. Many of
my friends and colleagues had been
visibly moved by the perfonnance as
well.
I smiled at the ensemble and said
thank you and stepped away from the
podium. Dr. Ponto embraced me and
said "Congratulations. you are now a
wild man!"
As the conference continued through
out the weekend, the mini-conduct
ing symposium was referenced in
many of my conversations. Many
of my colleagues commented on the
performance itself and the courage
it lakes for one to bare all in such a
way. Several of the members of the
Intercollegiate Band sought me out
and eommen1ed on the perfonnance,
mostly saying how moved they were
with the perfonnanee and that it had
been a highlight of the week for
them. A few of them even shared
Ll1cir memories of losing loved ones
to cancer as well.
I guess though that my point through
this reflcct1on is the importance m
creating a relationship \Nith the en
semble
The amount of time can
be brief or an entire year, but always
remember to put the art and love of
makmg music into 1l as well. Care
for students in a way that they will
want to show their artistry as well.
That is one of the greatest gifts to be
shared with each other. Trust each
other, and the music will be beauti
ful.
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Band Section
Neil Swapp, Vice President
too bad' I ha,·e found that 1l really
helped me to step back and get rid
or the giant chip on my shoulder to
ward movements in education and
realize that for the most part these
trends are trying lo improve the edu
cation of our students... they are not
designed to hun our programs! Arc
they always the best course of ac
tion'? Probably not. but can we help
mold them to ai<l our students both
educationally and musically? I think
so. But. we must be infonned 1 No
longer can we be the ostrich with our
head buried m the sand.
81cforc you begin to read this anicle,
prnmise me that you will at least
re:ad the first paragraph and not "shut
do,wn" like our students do when we
tallk about fundra1sing! I'm going
to mention a word that makes most
of m, cringe and � ant 10 run in the
op1po�ite direction. Ok. brace your
sellf. . here 1s the word: Ad\.ocacy.
Nonv, think back to the pron1isc you
jus:t made not lo shut down! Have an
opum mind and read on.

Folio\, ing the pr..:m1se that the first
step of advocacy it to become in
fonncd, I have bookmarked several
sites on mv browser and try to stop 111
from time to time for a visit. Here is
a short hsl of sites I have found inter
esting and infomrnl1ve.

I am, hkc most ofyou and when I hear
the word Advocat) ! tend to becom..:
ovl!!rnhelmed. discouraged and say
to 1myself, "Why can't I just teach
mwsic?" "Why can·1 everyone sec
ho�v important music 1s?"

There are many more.:. but that ,�
at h:-ast a slall. In add1t1on lo lhc:,c
sites, we must stay info1mcd as to
what our own PED dcpanmenl is
proposing
(hllp:.'lped.statc.nm.u.:;i
ped'index.html).

Rcc:cntly I allendcd the NAfMl::.
Gcmeral Assembly in Baltimore and
hcarrd someone mention advocacy
with1 a slightly difTerent spin. It
seermcd to help it seem almost "man
agea1ble." In a nutshell the speaker
said:: "Advocacy begins with being
infomned." I think sometimes we try
to ta1ck1e the entire problem instead
of siimply becoming informed about
key components that impact our
progu-ams including: common core
stana:lards, teacher evaluation. state
budg�et. graduation requirements and
otherrs.

Once we are better informed, l t.htnk
we can more effectively voice our
opinion and views based in research
and data rather than "heart doctrine".
Together we can "save·· our mu
sic programs. as well as make them
stronger and improve the education
of our students, both musically and
academically.

Whilte these topics may not seem as
excitiing as a Gesualdo Madrigal or a
Landiini Cadence, they really aren·1
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http: lnccas.wikispaccs.com,
http:'fv,,r\\W.naftne.org/
http:/ aplusok.org/
http:/smte.us,

Ok . if you made it this far - thanks!
While it may not be the most exciting
thing you can find on the web, it isn'l
too bad! Take the time to become in
formed. Once infonncd with facts,
our voice becomes much stronger!
In addition to my advocacy pitch. this
article contains important informa-

lion about our 2013 All-State audi
tions and conference. I have tried to
keep the information short and con
cise, as I kno" you are busy. l "ould
encourage each of you to make e\'er
f
tfort to attend All-State even though
leave is sometimes difficult Lo get ap
proved. See you in January!
Communication and Working Com
mittees. I know that we all become
very busy. but please update your
contact infom1ation with Don Ger
heart and Keith Jordan. Correct
emails are needed LO effecti\'ely com
municate. l will email the member
ship this fall concerning several very
important items. A number of these
items will be the proposals from sev
eral committees that ha\.e met since
our convention (9th grade academy
honor group eligibility and all-state
audition materials). I would also
like to hopefully make the nomina
tion process for our guest conc..luclors
more efficient by collecting names
this fall of possible candidates. 8)
preparing the slate l!arly and email
mg it to each member. l think we can
make more infom1cd voting dcci
�ions in January. It 1s ofien hard to
generate a list ..on the spot." Please
lake a few moments 10 read these
emails and respond so that we can
vote on these items at our band sec
tion meeting.
New Schedule for the 2013 All-State
convention
There have been major changes made
to the 2013 convention schedule that
l am very excited about. The Thurs
day night honors concen has been
split between two afternoon honor
concerts (one each on Thursday and
Friday). Students will be taken from
rehearsal to the concert and back Lo
rehearsal. Not only should we sec
increased attendance at the concert,
it will alleviate the challenge of com
ing back to VNM for an evening
concert. Please Lake a moment and
re\'iew the schedule before reaching
Albuqucrque.
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2013 All-State Music Festival Com
mitment Form- Changes
This year each student au
ditioning for All-State will again be
required to sign (along with their par
ent) a commitment fom1 (available at
www.nmmea.com).
Director. student and parent
must sign consent form.
The director will no longer
turn commitment fom1s in at the au
dition site but must keep them on file
until the conclusion of all state.
Directors will be required
to agree that all students have signed
the commitment form when register
ing students for auditions.
NMMEA will still hold stu
dents accountable for their commit
ment. In the event that a problem
arises, it will be the responsibility of
the director to have signed copies of
the consent form.
2013 Conference dates
Please mark your calen
dars. the 2013 All-State Conference
will be held Wednesday, January 9th
through Saturday, January 12th.
The NMJE Honor Jan
Concert will kick olT our All-State
conference, Wednesday, January 9th
at S:4S pm in Popejoy Hall. Con
gratulations to John Sanks and the
Eldorado Jazz Band as being selected
as the 2013 honor jazz band. A short
meeting for all students and directors
will be held immediately after the
concert. Be sure you and your stu
dents are there to hear a fantastic jazz
band, and to get all the infonnation
needed for All-State.
2013 All-State Volunteers
Anyone who is interested in helping
with the 2013 All-State conference,
please feel free to send me an e-mail
(neilswapp@gmail.com). NMMEA
would like Lo involve as many direc
tors as possible in this event! If you
are new to our state, please volunteer,
it is a great way to meet other direc
tors.
2013 Honor Concert Band
l am pleased to announce that the
12

Eldorado High School Symphonic
Band under the direction of John
Sanks has been selected as the 2013
NMMEA Honor Band. The Eldo
rado High School Symphonic Band
will perform on the Thursday after
noon Honor Conceit. Thanks to all
groups who submitted an application
this year! The judging panel was
very complementary of all groups.
NMAA State Concert Band Compe
tition
I would like to thank the Cleveland
High School Band and KeitJ1 Gilbert
for hosting the 2012 NMAA State
Concert Band Competition. Con
gratulations to all who participated.
Information on the 2012 State Con
cert Band Competition can be found
at www.nmact.org. Also special
thanks to Kristen Derr (NMAA) for
her continued support of this event
and her years of service at NMAA.
Kristen has left NMAA and Sally
Marquez will handle Lhe contest.
The State Band Contest Advisory
Board met with Sally m July ... we
are in great hands! Thanks Sally.
Middle School: !st Eisenhower MS
(Sam Nesbitt), LBJ MS (Gerri R e 
ese), Clayton M S (Donna O'Bryant)
Class A-AA: 1st - Cimarron HS
(Pam Towry-Church), Capitan HS
(DuWayne Shaver), Clayton HS
(Donna O'Bryant)
Class AAA: 1st - Cobre HS (Chuck
Gerheart), 2nd - Ruidoso HS (Gary
Shaver), West Las Vegas HS (Jose
Munoz)
Class AAAA: I st - Deming HS
(Bernie Chavez), Piedra Vista HS
(Doug Brown), Valencia HS (An
thony Baca)
Class AAAAA: !st - Sandia HS
(Tyler North), Eldorado HS (John
Sanks), Onate HS (Shawn Silva)
As we prepare for All-State 2012,
please feel free to communicate your
questions, concerns and comments
to me (neilswapp@gmail.com or
S7S-649-4S07). Through this com
munication we can continue to im
prove our organization and provide a
rewarding event for our teachers and

students.
And finally, I want to thank each of
you for the amazing jobs you do each
day. You continue to inspire your
students and give them the love of
music. When things get tough (and
they do). remember the teacher that
inspired you lo do what you arc d o 
ing today. . .and remember you are
that person for someone! l 'II see you
in January!
2013 All-State Conductors and Pro
grams
Small School Band (Dave Kend
rick)
The Acrobats - David Reed (Grand
Mesa Publications)
Gettysburg: The Third Day - Jay
Dawson (Arrangers Publishing Com
pany)
Forever Holding Close the Memories
- Richard Saucedo (Hal Leonard)
Declaration Overture - Claude T.
Smith (Wingert-Jones)
Currents - Robert W. Smith (Alfred/
Belwin)
Concert Band (Ken Singleton)
Hands Across the Sea, March - Sousa
/ Brion & Schissel (Barnhouse Cam
pany)
Suite Provencale - Van der Roost
(Curnow Music Press)
Scenes from Old Russia - Tchai
kovsky & Moussorgsky / Singleton
(Grand Mesa Music)
Images on "Suo Gan" - Sheldon
(Barnhouse Company)
Danse Bohemien
Standridge
(Grand Mesa Music)
Symphonic Band (Paula A. Crider)
Trumpet Gloria - Donald Grantham
(from composer picquant@picquant
press.com)

Culloden Mvt 3 - Julie Giroux (Mu
sica Propria)
The Seal Lullaby - Eric Whitacre
(Hal Leonard)
Free Running - Robert Buckley (Cit
adel Music)
The Stars and Stripes Forever - John
Philip Sousa (original arrangemenU
not Fennel)
Please enlarge parts & request that all
flutes bring piccolos.
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AU-State Wind and Percussion
Titles Note: All winds will be re
quired to perform from memory one
major flat and one major sharp scale
in addition to their chromatic scale.
Please refer to specific ranges listed
in this article.Note: All auditions
\\ ill include sight-reading
Flute / Piccolo - '"Sclecte
d Studies for Flute··. Voxman (pub.
Rubank) page 8. E minor: quarter
note = 52-60 (SSB m. I-I 6)•page
2 1 . Giga; dotted quarter - 69-80
(SSB m. 1-16, no repeat)
Oboe I English Horn - "48 Famous
Studies for Oboe and Saxophone".
Fcrling (pub. Southern Music Co.)
•# 1 eighth 92 (SSB: 111 I down
bcm of m 16 )•#6 dottcd quarter=
66- 76 (SSB: m I - do,\ nbeat of
161
Bassoon - ··Practical Method for the
Bassoon", Weissenbonv .\mbrosio
(pub Carl Fischer)(50 Advanced
SttLdies)#39 dolled quarter 64
(SS B - last 29 measurers)# 1 2 quarter 120 (SSB m 1 21)
Eb/ Bb �oprano Clarinet - ··Artisuc
Stuuics- Book I", Ro. e ( ed. Ilite)
(pub. Southern Music Co.) Rose 32
Etudes
pagl.! 61 # 16, Adagio Cantabtlc:
eigluth note = 92-100. not quarter
50. 1110 tempo change at 22. (SSB:
mm.. l - end of2l) page 54 #8;Al
legro quarter note = 96 - I04, no
repc:at. (SSB: mm. I 3 1 )

'

Altoi/Bass/Contra Bass Clarinet
- "Airtistic Studies - Book l - From
the French School", Rose (ed. Ilite)
(pub . Soulhern Music Co.) Rose 32
Etudles Page 49 #3; quarter note =
50-5<6. SSB - Beginning through m.
25.Paige 62 # 17; quarter note = 8488. SSB - Beginning through m. 24.
All S1axopbones - "48 Famous
Studi1cs for Oboe and Saxophone",
Ferlimg (pub. Southern Music Co.)
Page 5, #9 in F Major; eighth note
= 80-188 (Adagio con esprcssione);
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begin at measure I and play to the
quarter note F on the downbeat of
measure 33. (SSB excerpt: Begin
at measure I and play to the quarter
nolc D on the downbeat of measure
16) Page 16. #32 in c# minor; dotted
quarter note = 60-68 (Allegretto);
begin at measure I and play through
the end of the etudc. (SSB excerpt:
Begin at measme I and play through
the end of measure 32)
French Horn -··335 Selected
Melodious Progressive & Technical
Studies for French Hom", Pottag/
Andraud (pub. Southern Music C'o.)
page I 21; # I 04: "Allegretto Maes
toso"; quarter note =112 (SSB - do
not play this elude) page:. 1021103:
#84: "Andante con moto": quarter
note - 90 (SSB - play cmire crude)
S.S.B.: ONLY pages 102tl03; #84;
"'Andante con rnoto"; quarter note
= 90
Trumpet - "27 Melodious and
Rhythmic Exercises". by J. L. Small
(pub. Carl Fischer) Page 29-30.
� 19 in A MaJor; quarter note 80.
Ocgin at measure 1 and pla)- to lhe
end (SSB Excerpt: Begin measure
33 anti play until measure 63 l Page
I 5-16. #IO in G mmor: quarter note
60. Beginning until measure 20.
(SSB pla.> same section)
Tenor Trombone and Euphonium
- ( 2 books Voxman and Bordogni)
"Selected Studies for Trombone".
Voxman (pub. Rubank) page 22 Db
Major by Blazhevich: quarter note
- 92-100 (Con Moto) (SSB excerpt
6 lines plus one measure) "Melodi
ous Etudes for Trombone. Book
!". Bordogni/RochuL (pub. Carl
Fi:;cher) page 8. Elude # 7: dotted quarter note = I 00 (Allegretto
grazioso) (SSB excerpt - play this
entire elude)
Bass Trombone - ··30 Etudes". Uber
(Knaub ed.) (pub. Southern Music
Co.) Page 10, #12, Allegro mod
erato: quarter - 1 16. (SSB excerpt:
Play first 5 lines) Page 24. #26.
Poco lento e agitato: quarter note =
94.(SSB excerpt: play first 6 lines)

Tuba - "70 Studies for BBb Tuba.
Volume IJ", 8Ja7J1evich (Please note
Vol. II) (pub. King Music) Page 14.
#50 in Db Major: quarter note =
100 (Con moto) (SSB excerpt: play
first page only) Page 16, #51 in Bb
minor, quarter note - 76 (An<lame
cantabile) (SSB excerpt: 20 mea
sures only)
Percussion: All percussionists. re
gardless of school size will audition
on all of the following material:
Mallets: Morris Goldenberg Modern
School for Xylophone Page 67 (#
V lll). Measure 17 to the downbeat
of measure 30 Snare drum: AnLhuny
Cirone Portraits in Rhythm Page
27 (# 25). Measures 31 to the end
(quarter note = 60). All ·'slashed"
notation is to be performed as buzz
rolls
Timpani: Vic Firth The Solo Tim
panist Page 9 (# 11l). measures I
through 10
\tultiple Percussion Etudc Bass
dnun. tambourme. crash cymbals.
lrianglc. Music and tempo mark
ing infonna1ion a\atlable at \\ W\\.
nmmca.com
Additional Material
Percussionist� are expected Lo kno,,
all ''Even Numbered" Percussive
Art::. Society Rudiments: No. 2. 4. 6.
8. 10. 12. 14, 16, 18, 20. 22. 24. 26.
28. 30. 32. 34. 36, 38, 40 (available
online at www.pas.org) The adJud1ca1or will ask the slUdent to perform
several of the required rudiments.
The rudiments shall be performed
Slow-Fast-Slo\\ (Begin at a slow
tempo. accelerando Lo a faster
tempo, and ritardando back to the
original tempo)
Scales - Percussionists will be re
sponsible for knowing all 12 Major
Scales by memory, TWO OC
TAV ES. The adjudicator will ask
the student to perform several scales
on marimba.
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Sight Reading - All percussionists
will sight read a short excerpt on
marimba and snare drum.
Required Range and Scale Require
ments for Winds and Percussion
The Chromatic scale and all twelve
major scales are required from
memory. Students should be famil
iar with enharmonic spelling. (For
example: C# major = Db major)

Scales will be asked by starting tone.
No transposition is required.

The main judging criteria will be
tone. accuracy and speed.

Students must play scales in as
many octaves possible within the
required range indications; however.
students are encouraged to exceed
minimum requirements.

The following range indications are
minimum.

Percussionists will play all scales
two octaves.
Required Range and Scale Requirl'ments
Wind and Percussion
Instructions:
1. The chromatic scale and all twelve major scales are required from memory.
Students should be familiar with enha rmonic spelling. (For example: C#
major = Db major)
2. Scales will be asked by starting tone. No transposition is required.
3. Students must play scales in as many octaves possible within the required
range indications, however, students are encouraged to exceed minimum
requirements. Percussionists will play all scales two octaves.
4. The main judging criteria will be tone, accuracy, and speed.
5. The following range indications are minimum:

Ma;or
Piccolo

Bb/Eb Clarmet

4

'

�

1,

0

Trumpet

V

Trombone/Euphoruum

Tuba

14

2

Flute

4

Bass Clannct

f

0

V

�.n
0

Bassoon

�
V

Hom

�
0

�o

�o

V

V

Bass Trombone

Ma;or

�

I!

0

�.Q

tJi

0

V

4•
4

�

�
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.Q

Oboe and All Saxes

Chromatic

�I

'
�)l

•

Chromauc
_Q

•

�

�

V

V

�

�

•

•

•

•

•

0

.Ill

•

V
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Orchestra Section
Jennifer Rogers, Vice President

ll is hard lo believe that summer is
over and the new school year is upon
us. I hope you enjoyed your break
and now you arc filled with enthu
siasm for all the new challenges
and opportunities of this semester.
Please make sure to stay
involved \\ ilh NMMEA. it is a valu
able rc:.ource for you and your stu
dents. 1 am working directly with
the executive board to provide qual
ity learning experiences for stu
dents and educators alike. You can
expect me to utilize e-mail to dis
seminate infonnation, but to do this
I ,, ill need your current e-mail ad
dresses. If you have changed your
e-mail address, or you have not re
ceived any correspondence from
me. please take a moment to send
me your cwTent contact infonnation
If you are a high school di
rector. you should encourage your
students to audition for all state.
Each year we should strive to in
crease the number of students who
audition; it teaches young musicians
how lo prepare for and perform in an
audition, and there is the possibil
ity I.bey may cam a position in one
of the All State ensembles. All Lhe
registration information is posted on
the website under the "All State Au
ditions" link. This year the auditions
are in Albuquerque October 17 - 18
and in Las Cruces October 19. We
arc very fortunate lo have Dec Ann
16

Cason and Clarissa Clark acting as
site chairs again. All State audition
fees are SI2.00 and the deadline for
registration is September 17. Late
registration is September 18 - Sep
tember 24, and the fee increases to
$25.00. Please note that entries will
not be accepted after September 24 so
make sure to submit your entries on
time. You can also find all audition
materials on the NMMEA wehsite.
There have been occasions where a
couple students performed solos that
were not on the audition materials
Ii.t. Please double check the page,
and make sure your students are pre
paring the correct music. ff you need
any of the solo literature, you can p u r 
chase i t a t Music Mart or Robertson
and Sons Violin Shop. Again, thanks
to everyone who contributed to the
selection of the audition materials.
Students who cam a position
111 the All State orchestras will have
the honor of performing under two
outstanding conductors. The con
cert orchestra \\ 111 be led by Andres
Moran. Andres is the music director
of the El Paso Symphony Youth Or
chestras and the assistant conductor
of the El Paso Symphony Orchestra
His enthusiasm and energy is guaran
teed (O inspire our young musicians.
Jung Ho Pak will be directing the
symphony orchestra. Jung Ho Pak is
a nationally recognized music educa
tor and his experience includes serv
ing as the principal conductor of the
Disney Young Musicians Symphony
Orchestra, the music director of the
World Youth Symphony Orchestra,
and the director of orchestras at the
lnterlochen Center for the Arts. He
has planned an exciting program
that will push our students to new
levels of outstanding musicianship.
Special
congratulations
go out to Jonathan Armerding and
the Albuquerque Academy Cham
ber Orchestra who will perfom1 as
the NMMEA 2013 All State Honor
Orchestra. Jonathan is a highly re
spected violinist 3nd music cducat0r

in our state. Under his direction. the
Albuquerque Academy Chamber O r 
chestra has consistently performed
al superior levels and was the 2006
NMMEA All State Ilonor Orchestra.
Make plans to attend the honor concert
Thursday afternoon. the Albuquer
que Academy Chamber Orchestra
will present a phenomenal perfor
mance. Again congratulations to
Jonathan Annerding and his students
for earning this honor once again.
2013 Orchestra All-State Reper
toire and Concert Information
Concert Orchestra - Saturday, Jan
uary 12, 2013. 9:45 am
Overture to Nabucco, Giuseppe Ver
di/arr. Sandra Dackow
The Three Cornered Hat Suite.
Scene and Dances, Manuel de Falla/
ed. Rosenhaus
Fi.nlandia, Jean Sibelius
S) mpbony Orchc)tra
Saturday.
January 12. 2013. I 0:30 am
Internet Symphony No. 1 "f-roica...
Tan Dun
Symphony No. 5. Mvt. IV. '"Finale".
Peter I Tchaikovsky
2012 String Audition Materials
Note: "Solo Title" Composer, in
Collection, Publisher, section to
play. h = half note/q = quarter
note/e = eighth note (approx.
length)
Nole: All auditions will include
sight-reading and orchestral
excerpts from the 20 J 3 AU-State
music. Excerpts will posted on
the NMMEA website with per
mission from the publisher.
Note: Violin. Viola. Cello scales
will be 3 octaves, q=90. no vi
brato. separate bows. Bass scales
are 2 octaves, q=90, no vibrato,
separate bows.
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Orchestra . . .
Note: All solos are listed in order
of advancing difficulty. Ln order
to get into Symphony Orchestra
you must demonstrate higher
quality musicianship; choose
your solo accordingly. Points for
solos will be awarded based on
the difficulty of the solo. The #6
& #5 solos will have a multiplier
of l .O, the #4 & #3 = .9, #2 & #I
= .8. Therefore, ifyou play the
hardest solo perfectly you will
earn the full 150 points available.
Note: Editions are for reference
only; teachers may select any
edition desired as long as the
same part of the solo is played.
VIOLIN
Major Scale: E Major
Minor Scale: D Melodic Minor
l . "Sonata for Violin and Piano
io E minor, K. 304, 1st mvt"
Mozart, exposition (beg.- m 84),
h=84 (2:00 min)
2. "Sonata in D Major. Op. I No.
13, 1st mvt." G.F. Handel,
all, e=63 (3 min)
3. "Violin Concerto in G Major.
1st mvt." Haydn, exposition
(m 2 I -downbeat of 42, m 54 downbeat of 77), q=66
( l - 1 5 min)
4. ''Partita No. 2 in B minor,
B\VV 1002, mvt. II Double" J.S.
Ba.ch, all, q=80 (2:00 min)
5. �·concerto in E Major, BWV
1 042, 1st Mvt" J.S. Bach.
exposition (beg - m 52, includ
ing tuttis), q= I 00 (2:00 min)
6. ·--Symphonic Espagnolc" Ed
ouaird Lalo, beg. lo downbeat
of 80 (solos only), q=l44 (2:00
mun)
VIOLA
Majjor Scale: F Major
Mimor Scale: D Melodic Minor
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I . "Sonata in E minor for Viola
and Piano, Allegro''
Marcello, International Edition
(Marchet), all-no repeats,
q= 1 1 2 ( l :00 min)
2. "Suite in A - Mvt. l. La Mila
nese (Andantino)" L.C.
D'Hervelois/arr.D Preucil, in
Suzuki Viola School, Vol. 7,
Summy-Brichard. pick up to m.
29 - end, dott..-:d 4=63,
(2:45 min)
3. "Sonata in A minor, F. XIV n.
3 (originally for cello) for
Viola and Piano, Allegro" A.
Vivaldi, International Edition
(W. Primrose), all, q=90 (2: 1 5
min)
4. "Suite I in G Major, Prelude''
J.S. Bach, in Six Suites for
the Viola, (originally for cello).
Schinner Edition
(Lifschey), all, q=76 (3:00 min)
5. "Adagio and Rondo in D"
W.A. Mozart/arr. Preucil. in
Suzuki Viola School. Vol. 6,
Summy-Brichard, Rondo
only (m. 23 - end}, q=l32, (2.00
min)
6. ..Fantasia Vil, Allegro", G.P.
Telemann/arr. D. Preucil, in
Suzuki Viola School, Vol. 8.
Summy-Brichard, all-no
repeats. q=l20, (2:00 min)
CELLO
Major Scale: Db Major
Minor Scale: A Melodic Minor
I . "Suite No. 3 in C, Bourree I &
2'' J.S. Bach, in Six Suites
for Unaccompanied Cello, Inter
national, Bouree 1 no
repeats, Bourree 2 repeat. q= 146
(2: IO min.)
2. ·'Bouree, Op. 24", W.H.
Squire, Carl Fischer. all, q = 140
(2:45min.)
3 . ·'Sonata in E minor, Op. 14.

No. 5. Mvt. 2 Allegro" Vivaldi,
in Revised Suzuki Cello Vol. 5,
p. 4, all. no repeats, q = l 04
(2:00 min.)
4. "Sonata in D Minor, Op. 5,
No. 8, Giga" Corelli (Lindner),
International, all-take 2nd repeat,
dotted q=L 1 2 (2:00 min.)
5. "Concerto in Bb Major, Ada
gio (non troppo)",
BoccherinVGrutzmacher-Rose,
lntemational, m 4 to end-no
repeats, e = 69 (3:00 min.)
6. " Concerto No. 2 in D Major,
Rondo'', Breval. in Revised
Suzuki Cello Vol. 6, all, q = I 1 2
(3:00 min.)
BASS
Major Scale: F Major
Minor Scale: A Melodic Minor
1 . "Gavotte" Handel, in Pieces
Classique vol. IIB, Billaudot,
all, h=76 ( I :45 min)
2. "Passepied'' Dell' Abbaco, in
Pieces Classique vol. llB,
B1llaud0L, all, q-56 (J :50 min)
3. "The Elephant" Saint-Saens/
arr. Vance, in Progressive
Repertoire, vol. 3, C. Fischer, all,
c=l32 ( 1 :00 min)
4. "Melodic" Massenet/arr 7im
mennan, in Festival
Perfonnance Solos, C. Fischer,
all, e=60 ( I :20 min)
5. "Gavotte'' Thomas/arr. Vance,
in Progressive Repertoire,
vol. 3, C. Fischer. all. q=72 (2:05
min)
6. "Etude # 1 5 in b minor" Si
mandl, in 30 Etudl!s.
International, all, c= 1 10 (2:50
min)
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General M usic Section
Mika Proctor, Vice President
him speak, I went out and bought
two of his books! He's that good!
Thursday's general music sessions
include workshops led by our very
own local NM talent and expertise:
•"Uke Can Do It" with Betsy Soltero
•"Measuring Music Educators-So
What Else is New?" with Dr. Sue
Passell
•"Leaming to Listen, Listening to
Learn Vol. 2" with Holly Gilster
•"Who's i n Charge Here?" with Lin
da Parker
•"Stuck in the Middle" with Jan Del
gado
As we each begin this new school
year with clean boards, freshly sharp
ened pencils, familiar and new faces,
and many songs in our hearts and
minds we remember why we teach
and whom we teach. Let's remember
to "Teach music and singing at school
in such a way that it is not a torture but
a joy for the pupil; instill a thirst for
finer music in him, a thirst which will
last for a lifetime." -Zoltao Kodaly
The beginning of the year is always
a time of renewal and refreshment
when we return to our joy-fl lied jobs
of the gift of music and children and
making music with those precious
children. Since we need to keep re
newed and refreshed all year, I hope
that you will attend the NMMEA
All-State Conference January 9-12.
2013. You won't want to miss it! It's
a great opportunity to get charged up
by seeing old friends. making new
ones and learning from each oth
er. It's the perfect time to get fired
up for the second half of the year!
Lo-Service

2013

We will begin Thursday together
with a keynote by Dr. Tim Laut
zenheizer. This is always a time
of energizing and inspiration.
If
you've never heard Dr. Tim speak
before, you don ·1 want to miss this
session. He is gifted in pumping
you up and inspiring each and ev
ery listener. The first time I heard
18

•"Multicultural Dance/Share Shar
ing" organized by Rebecca Ortega
The Elementary/Junior High Vocal
Reading Session will complete all
workshops on Friday afternoon. This
will be sponsored by Music Mart.
Headline Sessions/Friday
l am jumping for joy to announce
our general music headliner! Dr. Jill
Trinka will present on Friday, Janu
ary 11th. Her session5 will inspire
each of us and you will walk away
with material and ideas to use on
Monday morning when you return to
your classes. You'll be singing and
dancing in the shower all weekend!
Jill Trinka. Ph.D., is well known by
children, parents, and music educa
tors as "a dynamic, winsome, and
energetic teacher and performer.''
Her performances bring new life to
the musical and cultural treasures
of American folk music as she ac
companies herself on the dulcimer,
autoharp, guitar. and banjo. She has
recorded and written four volumes of
folksongs, singing games. and play
parties for kids of all ages: My Little
Rooster (1987), Bought Me a Cat
( 1988), John, the Rabbit (1989), and
The Little Black Bull (1996). These
publications and her collaborative
recordings with John Feierabend Had a Little Rooster (2005), Old Joe

Clark (2006). and There·s a I Joie in
the Bucket (2006) - are published by
and available from GIA Music. Inc.
Dr. Trinka was a 1974-75 Ford
Foundation Ringer Fellow at the
Liszt Academy of Music in Buda
pest, Hungary, where she studied
Kodaly philosophy and practice in
music education. She has taught
in public and private schools in IL,
NY, CT, and TX, and was on the
music education faculties at the
University of Central Arkansas, the
University of North Texas, and the
University of St. Thomas, where
she also served as director of Gradu
ate Programs i n Music Education.
Dr. Trinka holds a B.S. in music
education from the University of Il
linois, and Ph.D. in music education
with secondary studies in ethnomusi
cology from the University of Texas
al Austin. She has taught in Kodaly
teacher education programs through
out the United States, and served
as director of the Kodaly Institute
of Texas at the University of North
Texas, the Kodaly Certificate Pro
gram at Portland State University in
Portland, OR. and the Kodaly Insti
tute at the University or St. Thomas
in St. Paul. MN. She is a Past Presi
dent of the Organization of Ameri
can Kodaly Educators and received
their Outstanding EducatorAward in
2003. Jill was a contributing author
to Pearson/Scot1 Foresman/Silver
Burdett's Making Music, Grades 5-8.
Jill currently resides in Pawley's
Island.SC where she sings in the Car
olina Master Chorale and the Caroli
na Master Chorale Chamber Singers,
teaches music education, world mu
sic, and elementary education cours
es at Coastal Carolina University, and
conducts workshops for music edu
cators throughout the United States.
Her DVD Jill Trinka: The Bass Hall
Children's Concerts (Ft. Worth, TX)
was recently released by GlA Mu
sic in late 2011. She is currently
working on Volume 5: Sing a Song
of Sixpence, and a Christmas CD.
(Continue on next page)
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(Cu11tin11ed.fm111 previous page)
General \1usic Honor Concert
RHYTHMIC JOY
from The Arts Academy at Bella
Vista in Clovis, NM under lbe direc
tion of Sara Hennessy. Congratula
tions Sara and Bella Vista srudents.
We cannot wait to hear your amazing
Orff ensemble!
Teachers. I encourage you to record
your students this year and submit

for next year. Any pcrfo1111ing group
is encouraged: drumming, Orff cn
-;emble. recorders or any combina
tion!
General Music Luncheon and Busi
ness Meeting
Our luncheon will return to the SUB.
Attendance was up last year so we
will use our ne,\ system to get the
word out. Please be watching for
an e-mail this fall with infom1ation
about the "bring your own lunch'' and

::.hort business meeting. Be thinking
about ideas for future workshop::./
presenters. We will also talk about
Ad\'ocacy and MIOSM (Music in
our Schools Month). This is a great
time for a relaxing lunch and the op
portunity to network with other gen
eral music teachers. ff there arc any
issues you'd like to discuss, please
e-mail me.
Have a fabulous fall semester! See
you at the conference in January!

Choral Section
Arnell David Arellanes, Vice President
Welcome to school year 2012-20 I 3.
If your position or contact informa
tion has changed. get current infor
mation to Don Gerhean as :-.oon as
possible. F'or aIJ of us in the choral
programs throughout New Mexico,
our work m preparation for All Stale
Choir auditions has already begun.
Deadlines come fast and many de
cisions are mac.le in this first month
of school. Please be a\\oare of tlead1incs and guidelines for auditions.
Important infom1ation regarding
All State audition::. can be found on
the- NMMEA wrbsite. If you haw
quel>tiom, or concerns after look111g.
through th!! web::.ite. contact me via
e-mail or phone. M y e-mail address
1s new amelldavidarcllanes(,yyahoo.
com . The ccII phone number 1s the
same 505 718 9454.
All State Vocal Auditions
October 15. 2012 - Portalei,
(ENMU)
October 16. 2012 - Albuquerque
(UNM)
Oct,ober 17. 20 I2 - Albuqucrque
(UNM)
Octt:>ber 18. 20 I 2 - Albuquerque
�M)
October 19. 2012 - Las Cnice::.
(NMSU)
September 15. 2012 is the last day
to register for auditions at the $12
regisaration fee. The late audition
peric,d is from September 16 through
midruight Septcmbl!r 22 al a $25 regThe Nell' Mexico Musician - Fall, 101]

istrarion fee. NO audition registra
tions wilJ be accepted after midnight
September 22, 2012. Please note:
Students should not wear name tag�
during auditions.
The vocal audition piece 1s Mendels
sohn's "Heilig" (sung in Gem1an)
available from Music Mart in Albu
querque. Soprano I, Alto I, Tenor
I and Bass I will sing choir I while
Soprano 2, Alto 2, Tenor 2. and Bass
2 \\ ilJ sing choir 2
We are thnllcd to have \\onderful
guest conductors for the 2013 A11
Stale Choirs. Dr. David N. Childs
(Dallas, TX) will condutt the Mixed
Choir and Dr. Elizabeth <:ihauer
(Tucson. AZ) will conduct the Treble
Choll'. Selected concert repertoire is
available from Music Mart.
Several quality applications and
CD's were submitted for consider
ation for selection as the 2013 llonor
Choir. Congratulations to the Man
zano I l!gh School Concert Choir and
their director. Carla Erickson, for be
ing selected as the 2013 New Mexico
All State Ilonor Choir. They "ill be
performing in Popejoy Hall during
the All State Music Festival and In
Service Conference on Friday Janu
ary I lat 3: I 5pm.
Please note Honor Groups Con
crrts will not be held Thursda)
evening as in the past, but will be
held Thursda) and Friday of the

Conference to allow for better stu
dent attendance.
We can expect a wonderful per
fonnance by the Manzano Concen
Choir.
There wilJ be several clinics,work
shops to choose from dunng All
State. These include:
I. Conte�t Choice� - directors
will bring a piece (including copies
for directors) they've found to be
cffcctivc in a contest/festival setting.
Directors will read through pieces in
this sharing
clinic.
2. Ear Training for Your Choir William R. McMillan (UTEP) - Dr.
McMillan will work with directors
on effective classroom use and ap
plication of Ear Training exercises
and methodology.
3. Millikin University Choir
demonstration workshop - Dr. Brad
Holmes (MU) - Dr. Holmes con
ducts this fine choir in demonstra
tion and presents new and innova
tive ideas choir directors can take
back to their own school choirs.
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Choral . . .
4. Effective Warm Ups for
Daily Use - sharing session for
teachers to add fresh choral warm
ups to their choir class.
5. Musicals, show choir.
barbershop - what else should and
could we do in our school choir
classes.
6. High School Choral Music
Reading Session - presented by
Music Man - the latest repenoire for
high school choirs as well as tried
and true selections.
7. Middle School Choral Music
Reading Session - presented by

Music Mart - music for younger
choirs including unchanged and
changed voices.
Finally. please look forward lo a signments for All State. II is so
important that every single one of
us contribute to the success of All
State by volunteering for small but
crucial jobs during the conference.
These duties range from monitoring
and presiding during workshops, as
sisting with the Wednesday evening
auditions, stage crews, and so much
more. Your participation is appreci
ated more than you can imagine.

A s my term as Choral VP comes to
an end at the conclusion of AII State.
I am so excited to hand over the job
to a most capable incoming VP. Bri
an Uerling (Clovis) has served in this
position before and is highly quali
fied for this position. f know you
help me welcome Mr. Uerling and
give him great support.
Respectfully submitted,
Amell David Arellanes
Choral VP

New Mexico's Music Education Specialist
Albuquerque Location
2908 Eubank Blvd. NE
Albuquerque, New Mexico 87112
505-292-0707
Visit us on the web at www.baumsmusic.com
Call us toll free 1-800-372-0707
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New Mexico's Largest
Store for Musicians

Coors at Paseo, Albuquerque
(505) 292-0341
800-444-5252
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Collegiate Section
Neil Rutland, Vice President

The most ob, ious difference for the their own that can have ,cry little to
collegiate membership at convention do with the ideas that called them
this January will be the lack of any into existence. A wise and canny
intercollegiate performing groups.
While conspicuous. the absence of
these groups may not be the mo'il im
ponant thing to note about collegiate
participation. We can hope that, in
stead of seeing the college students
on the stage. we will see them in the
clinic sessions. At minimum. the re
sources devoted to transporting and
housing collegiate musicians may
well be used lo enable music educa
tion majors to attend clinics. witness
performances and network \\ ith cur
rent and future colleagues and men
tors. I am grateful 10 a II \\ ho took
part in our intercollegiate perfonn
ing groups over the past fhe years;
players. singers. clinicians and orga
nizen, all have done a wonderful job
of bring111g us great musical experi
ences. We can look forward to a nc\.\ administrator once asked me to de
direction for collegiate mvolvcment. scribe the pnmary goal of an insti
St ch experiments arc ho\\ organiza tlllion. I began b) trying to state a
tions such as ours learn and prosper. vision \\ here institutions sci'\e a
need ,md produce pos1L1ve change.
From oun·alues flov, our aspirations. ..Save your breath''. he said. ..an m
We form groups based on our person slltullon ·s first purpose is suf\ i,al"
aI .inJ professional asp1rat1ons. Some I ,, as a bit shocked. fin,l b) the can
groups arc strictly interpersonal. like dor and then by the reali:1,ation that I
a golf foursome or that garage band had just heard something ptit in plain
you used to play "ith. or perhaps language that 1 had known on some
a work group fom1ed lo deal with less articulate level for a very long
some complex task. Other group:, time. By saying Lhat an institution's
far exceed the size and scope of the first purpose 1s survival. we are refer
ink:rpersonal: they include larger ring 10 the survival of the institution,
numbers of people and require orga not necessarily its constituents or the
n1z:ational structures to maintain co ideas that brought it 11110 existence.
hes ion. Political parties. professional
org:anizations, schools and govern As mu'>ic educators \\c serve and are
ments are merely groupings of peo served by many institutions. Our
ple, money and other resources creat band programs. choir programs.
ed to fulfill some aspiration. This all music classrooms. schools and uni
soumds wonderful. We fom1 groups versities. professional organizations in o,rder to get things done. accom all are bom of some aspiration trans
plislhing far more through collective lated into an institution. Size. com
actk>n than we could by oursehes. plexity. and the organizational culture
of each institution will determine its
One e a group reaches a certain si.lc behavior. regardless of how lofty or
and accumulate� enough resources base its f ounding princip !es. Institu
and organization. it becomes an in tions left to themselves will fulfill no
stitution. Institutions have a life of purpose other than their own sun 1val.
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The New Mexico Music Educator·s
Association is one in:..titution that I
belie,e is responsive to the will of
its membership. We ha\e only to
decide what actions best serve our
aspirations for us to have the power
to change course. If we are Lo be re
spon-.ible stewards of the hopes of all
who have de,oled their energy to the
institutions we arc a part of. we must
do more than simply pay dues. show
up for the occasional meetmg or
show up lo work everyday. Institu
tions need to be guided both by their
leadership and by their membership.
Gi,·en the large amount of work and
sheer activity al our annual con
vention. one might reasonably say
that our All-State convention 1� the
wrong time to examine the philo
sophical foundations of NMMEA.
Yet. surrounded as we arc by our
colleagues, st11nulated by clinics
that bring us new ways or thinking.
and inspired b) our All-State groups
and honor groups. what better time
could there be for discussing our as
pirauom,. Thal is why this year the
collegiate mcmbership will be hold
ing 11s first ..section" meeting at our
convention in many years. Smee the
collegiate members are also active
participants 111 the Band. Choir, and
General Music se1.:tiom,. we will be
meeting at a time that \\ ill not con
flict with those section meetings.
This year's Collegiate Section meet
ing is tentatively scheduled for 11:00
on Thursday. January 10. 2013. Be
sure to check the published sched
ule for the definitive tune and place.
It should come as no surprise that
university music programs face pres
sures that closely resemble those
that primary and secondary school
programs face: economic pressures
force us lo compete with other aca
demic units. \\e have 10 prove our
relevance at a time when the STEM
subjects (not arts and humanities) are
seen as the future of education. and
assessment looms as a potentially un23

pleasant, difficult, and disruptive re
quirement in all programs. We have
much in common (that is, other than
the students we recruit!) as teachers
of music education and much to gain
by sharing our experience and insight.
It is also time to revisit our rela
tionship with NMMEA. While the
agenda for our meeting has yet to be
set, be assured that these questions
at least will be items for discussion:
What role do you see the
collegiate chapter fulfilling within
NMMEA? Service to the orga
nization has been the one con
stant. Should the collegiate chap-

ter be more active in other ways?

ing groups?

Is there a need for specific
collegiate chapter activities at con
vention or al any other time? How
integrated should the collegiate
membership of NMMEA be with the
state's NAfME Collegiate chapters?

Is there. in fact, a need for
NMMEA to become involved with
the state's music education srudents,
or do other organizations like ACDA
and NBA provide what is needed?

Should U1ere be some ef
fort to bring more music education
students to the convention or would
it be more useful for NMMEA to
do things for college students some
0U1er time other time during the year
Should we try to bring
back the intercollegiate perform-

Why and how?

1 have already been in contact with
many colleagues, gathering their re
actions to these questions and more.
I look forward to meeting in per
son and beginning a dialogue that
will benefit us all as college teach
ers and members of our statewide
"institution" of music educators.

2013 Teacher Emeritus Award
Kathleen Dollahon

Kathleen Dollahon graduated from
the University of New Mexico with
a Bachelor of Music Education and a
Masters in Instrumental Conducting.
Kathleen taught in the Albuquerque
Public Schools from 1984 till 1 997.
Her conducting responsibilities in
cluded Cibola High School String
Orchestra. Cibola High School
Symphony Orchestra, Cibola High
School Pit Orchestra, Middle School
Orchestra Programs and Elementary
School Orchestra Programs. She
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also taught Music Theory and Music
History. Kathleen was the assistant
conductor al UNM from 1993-1995.
Kathleen was heavily invested in the
Albuquerque Youth Symphony pro
gram working from I 98-l-2003 as a
string specialist.
Kathleen moved to the Rio Rancho
School System from 1994-1998
where she taught orchestra at Rio
Rancho fligh School and Lincoln
Middle School. Kathleen moved
to the Las Cruces Public Schools
in 1998 and led the Mayfield High
School Orchestra Program till her
retirement in 2011. Kathleen is cur
rently teaching with the Sa11 Luis
Obispo SymphonyNouth Symphony
and the Central Coast Music Acad
emy.
Her professional experience is ex
tensive and varied ... New Mexico
Symphony Orchestra, San Juan
Symphony Orchestra, Santa Fe
Symphony Orchestra, The New
SoutJ1west Orchestra, Operas South
west Orchestra, E l Paso Symphony
Orchestra. El Paso Opera, and the
Las Cruces Symphony Orchestra.
She has judged various Orchestra
festivals. solo and ensemble. and

led honor orchestra throughout New
Mexico. Nevada and Texas.
Kathleen was our NMMEA Music
Educator of the year in 2008. Ifer
Orchestras were honor orchestra
at our NMMEA a l l -state festival in
2004, 200 I, 1996 and 1991. She
has won teacher of the year in the
Rio Rancho Public schools and been
runner up in the Las Cruces Public
Schools. She has achieved Who's
Who among American teachers mul
tiple years in row and is a gifted, in
tense, and compassionate teacher.
To quote Del Hansen, "Kathy is
quite an amazing teacher of music.
She is a high-impact player, but al
ways chose to work without self
aggrandizement."
Doug Poff wrote, ·'Because of
Kathy's passion for the art of teach
ing, and her love of and commitment
to her students even in retirement, it
is without hesitation that I recom
mend her for the Emerit11s Aware.
She b the KIND of teacher that this
award was designed to honor.''
Nmmca congratulates Kathleen on
an award WELL DESERVED!!!
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20 1 3 Music Educator of the Year Award
Charles Stephen Gerheart

Charles (Chuck) Gerheart is well
known among music educators in
01ur stale as a quality teacher and
consummate professional in the
m1us1c education field.
Chuck graduated from the Uni\lersity
of Wyoming with a BS in Music
Education.
Chuck started his
pr·ofcssional career as the Director
of Bands for the Clayton Municipal
School from 1996-1998. Chuck
m1oved to the Cobre Consolidated
Sc·hool system in I 998 and continues
to be the Director of Music at Cobrc

High School. Chuck also teachers
Piano Lab and assists with the Middle
School Band program. Chuck was
head of the fine arts program al Cobre
from 2002-2009.
Chuck's bands have won the AAA
band championship from 1999-2008
and 2010-2012. 1999-2012 Chuck's
bands have received superior ratings
at the NMMEA district concert band
festival and placed in the top 3 in
Class C at the N M State Tournament
of Bands Marching Competition.
winning their class 8 times. Chuck's
bands were selected as the honor
group at the 2009 MENC Southwest
Symposium in Dallas, TX and
presented a performance clinic at the
Texas Music Educator's Convention
in San Antonio in 2011. Chuck's been
nominated for Who's Who among
America·s Teachers multiple years,
\\ on the 2004 NM School Board
Associations Student Achievement

Award and nominated for "Golden
Apple for teaching excellence in
2004.
To quote Joseph Flores. "Many music
educators know Chuck Gerheart
as the remarkable band director
whose students have achieved
an exceptional level or musical
accomplishments year after year
despite being in one of the state ·s
rural and economically challenged
areas with limited resources. Chuck
is a fantastic small school director
who teaches in a difficult situation, r
prefer 10 say that Chuck is simply an
incredible music educator!"
Chuck has served as VP of Bands
and President of our Association,
in addition to numerous district
positions for NM MEA.
Bra\oChuck, NMMEA congratulates
you on an award well deserved!

2013 Hall of Fame Award
John Clement Sanks

Jolhn Sanks received a BA in Music
Edlucation from Montana State Uni
verrsity and has never looked back in
the· Band and Choral fields. Many
of you may not know that John's
firs;tjob involved band and CHOIR!
Ye� John was a choral director and
yes; he did receive Superiors at his
Fes,ti\al in Montana.
Johm began work in the Albuquer
que· Public School system as the
Bamd Director at Rio Grande High
The 1\Vew Mexico M11sicia11 - Fall. 2012

School 1985-1987. moving to
ll1ghland JI igh School from I 9871993, then Santa Fe High School
from 1993-1994 and finally Eldo
rado High School from 1995 to the
pn::scnt.
John's jazz bands have been the all
state honor bands in 1990, 1997.
1999, 2000, 2003. 2005 and 2007.
John·s concert bands have been the
all-state honor bands in 1997, 200 I .
2007 and 2013.
John was inducted into the NM Jazz
Workshop Hall of Fame in 2011.
was the NMMEA 2004 Music Edu
cator of the Year. has been NMlA
JE all-state jazz conference Guest
Conductor in 1991. 1997. 2009 and
2013. John was the KOAT Chan
nel 7 and Casa Chevrolet teacher
of the year in 2002 and National
Federation Interscholastic Music
Association Music Teacher of the
Year in 1999 and 2004. John served
as VP of Bands for NMMEA and

NUME.ROl S dismct pos1t1ons for
NMMEA.
John was the cod1rcctor of the Al
buquerque Youth Symphony Mid
dle School Honor Band 2007-2009.
Albuquerque Jazz Orchestra Direc
tor from 1987-2008. Albuquerque
Concert Band Director 2004-Pres
ent and Cofounder & Director
of the Albuquerque Jaa Festival
1990-Present.
Kurt Schmidt says,''l know of no
other music educator who is as in
volved and passionate about music,
whether it is conducting or playing.
He directs the Albuquerque City
Band, plays with the Albuquerque
Jau Orchestra, and is one of the
first musician called for visiting
musical acts. His activities dem
onstrate vividly lo his students that
music is a lifelong joy." Congratu
lations from all ofus at NMMEA!!
GR.EAT JOB, John. well deserved.
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20 13 Dr. John Batchellar Elementary Award
Sara Hennessy

Sara is a graduate of Eastern New
Mexico University with a bach
elor's degree in Elementary Educa
tion with a Music endorsement. She
graduated in 2004 with Distinction.
Sara received a master's degree in
Curriculum and lnstruction from
Lesley University in 2008.
Sara taught at Lincoln Jackson Ans
Academy from 2004-2006, the ArL<;
Academy at Bella V ista from 20062007 and the Arts Academ) at Bella

Vista K-6 from 2007 to the present.
In 2006 Sara attended the University
of Nevada Las Vegas OrlT Schul
werk Level I certification and in
2009 Sara attended Harvard Uni, er
sity's Graduate School of Education
"project zero". Sara volunteers as an
accompanist for two churches. She
volunteers for both church choirs
and is a Catechism teacher through
out the school year. Sara plays in a
community flute ensemble with the
ENMU flute studio. Sara was also
Clovis Iligh School's Drum Major
in 1998.
Christopher Harrell says of Sara,
'·Sara may be our ··music teacher."
but her contributions go way beyond
just music. She is an extension of
every General Ed classroom for arts
integration of the core academic
standards. Sara also used her prep
time this year to provide enrichment
for 4th to 6th graders during our
i;chool 's reading intervention block.

Of course. she did this with panache
as well? She is quick to review stu
dents on key academic skills in a
musical sort of way! Very Creative!
Legendary Elementary Music teach
er. Janet Barnard. says of Sara;"
With a wonderful sense of humor,
kind heart, love of children. knowl
edge of integration and musical
skills you will not find a more effec
tive and dedicated music teacher. ··
Alan Dropps, Director of Music
Education for the Clo, is Schools,
says of Sara."Ms. Hennessy is one
of the best elementary music teach
ers I have seen. She is upbeat. pro
fessional. prepared and loves her
students. Sara is exactly the kind of
teacher this award was made for!
NMMEA congratulates Sara on an
honor. richly deserved.

20 1 3 New & Emerging M usic Educator of the Year Award
Sarah Rede

Sarah began her musical career as
a marching band staff member for
the Mayfield High School band
program from 2002-2004. Sarah
became the percussion director at
Mayfield from 2005-2006. Sarah
was a marching band staff member
for the NMSU "pride" marching
band in 2006 and became the assis-

tant director of bands for Mayfield
High School 111 2007 - present.
Sarah has been a private percussion
instructor in southern New Mexico
from 2002 - present.
Sarah has adjudicated festivals in
New Mexico and been a clinician
in Las Cruces and El Pa::.o. She has
arranged the marching band percus
sion for Mayfield and NMSU. Sarah
has twice been a workshop presenter
al the NMMEA All-State Conven
tion.
Sarah is a percussion coordina
tor for NMMEA at all-state from
2007-present. She was the secretary
for her district and is now President
of the Southwest District.
Her Mayfield Symphonic Bands
have received Superior ratings from
2008-20 12. Her Mayfield Perc u s 
sion section has taken Grand Cham
pion honors at the Coronado Thun
der Drums Challenge in 2005. 2007

and 2009.
Megan Ewbank, one of Sarah's stu
dents says," As a teacher, Ms. Rede
is incessantly patient. She insists
on completing a task fuUy and is
driven to do tbe work required for
perfection. She instills these ideals
in nearly all her students, and e n 
courages 1111 ofus to work to our full
potential. Ms. Rede ALWAYS goes
the extra mile.
Chuck Gerheart says. '·She is posi
live, enthusiatic. encouraging, and
did not miss much at all when it
came to things that needed Lo be
solved. She provided some very
intuitive ways for the bands to im
prove to the next level. (comments
on her adjudication ability)
Congratulations on a job well
done, Saral1. You are the future of
NMMEA!
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2013 Administrator of the Year Award
Joan K. Gilmore
Joan Gilmore has been the Principal
for Los Alamitos Middle School with
the Grants-Cibola County Schools
for eight years - since August 2004.
Joan has a BS in Sociology from
NAU, a BA in Elementary Education
from NAU, an M.A. in Guidance and
Counseling from NAU and a M.A.
in Educational Administration from
NAU
Joan was a school counselor for the
Window Rock Unified School Dis
trict from 1976 - 1986. She was a
principal for the Chinle Unified
School District from 1986 - 1990.
She was an elementary principal for
the Flagstaff Unified School District
from 1990-1999. A principal for
the Window Rock Unified School
District from 1999-2002. Super
intendent for the K-8 grades 111 the
Sacaton Elementary School D1stnct
from 2003-2004 and principal at Los
Alamitos Middle School from 2004
- Present
Joan ·s career objective i s to provide,
as an experienced administrator.

leadership and service to the com ing highly effective and efficient in
munity of professional educators in its daily operations. Gay Simpkins
order lo mo,e students toward profi says of Joan. "In the seven years
ciency in reading and math as well as since i have known Ms. Gilmore. she
to assist with each student's develop has promoted and helped me build
ment as they become global citizens.. the music program at Los Alamitos
Under Joan's leadership, both Band Middle School in Grants, NM. She
and Choir have experienced an enor has always been generous with any
mous growth spurt with a combined funding that has been needed lo pro
total of 240 kids in band, choir and mote all the Music programs with
skills programs. Joan has helped ex in our schhol. Without her help in
pand the music program by taking funding and scheduling. the Music
into account student scheduling and Programs cound not have doubled
through the encouragement of stu in size with the past seven year. Ms.
dents to go into those programs.
Gilmore continues to promote the
She understands the expertise of Music programs here in Grants. She
teachers and has worked diligently would like to see an Orchc lra pro
with the high school music program gram eventually be included in the
to have the most highly qualified Music programs here in GranLs. l
teacher with the correct program, believe that Ms. Gilmore is the type
thus. the teacher who is most highly of administrator that understands the
qualified in Band teaches it at both importance of Music within our pub
the High School and Middle School. lic schools." Bravo on your honor,
Joan has provided every staff mem Joan Gilmore!
ber with the opportunity to be a
Team Player. In tum, this provides
a system approach to our school be-

20 1 3 Rollie V. Heitman - Service Award
Ron Lipka and Jane Gerheart
Ron Lipka has been a music educator

for 53 years. In January of 2004
ht! was inducted into the N M MEA
Hall of Fame. His public school
experience included 26 years at Los
Alamos elementary. Los Alamos
Junior High, Rio Grande High
School and Eldorado High School.
Following those experiences he
was on the faculty of New Mexico
High1ands University for two years
and for seven year:. was director of
instrumental music and chainnan
of tlbe Department of Fine Arts
at William Penn University in
Oskaloosa. Iowa.
Whil,e director of bands at Eldorado
the groups were awarded many
honorrs in concert, jazz and marching
band. In 1 984 Ron received the
Albuquerque Tribune "Distinguished
Teach1cr·· award. and was named
teacher of the year al Eldorado in
1985 .and 1 986. Ron was recognized
The N'ew Mexico Musician - Fall. 2012

as outstanding jaLZ educator of the
year by the New Mexico Unit of
NAJE
He is currently State director of
Mentoring Services and Retired
Membership Chair for NMMEA.
Ron serves as a mentor for new
instrumental music teachers for
APS. He is Past President of the
Albuquerque Concert Band, past
president of the Rio Grande Jazz
Society and a Board Member of
the Musician's Association of
Albuquerque.
Congratulations from NMMEA on a
well deserved honor.
Jane Gerheart taught a total of 1 8
years--elementary
and middle
school. Was a NC district president
for 4 years. Took two bands to the
Stale Band Contest and won the mid
school division both times. The first

time was her last year of teaching.
Jane retired and was out a year when
she went back for another year. Took
them to state band championship
and won again.
Don Gerhcart says of Jane, "Jane
accompanies on many ofmy meetings
and for the closing of the vocal
and wind and percussion auditions.
She does this as a volunteer. She
helps record the rankings and helps
verify the rankings. Most of all she
supports what I do and puts up with
our life revolving around my JOb as
Executive Director."
Jane was a fabulous musician,
director and teacher. Her bands
performed at the highest levels in our
state. We are proud of her and her
accomplishments. Congratulations
from NMMEA for your honor and
THANK YOU to both of you for all
your service to NMMEA!
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2013 School District Award of Distinction

Albuquerque Public Schools
20 1 3 School District Certificate of Recognition
Rio Rancho Public Schools
The Albuquerque Public Schools
considers music, and the other arts,
as an important part of the instruc
tional pro1:,rram. Through the work of
it's many talented teachers, staff, de
partments, and administrators. APS
provides leadership and support to all
the Fine Arts in our District.
Aps has collaborative partnerships
with the New Mexico Philharmonic,
Live at the Met, Opera Southwest
and Santa fe Opera, and last but not
least the Albuquerque Youth Sym
phony program. APS has two admin
istrators in charge of Fine Arts, Janet
Kahn and Luis Delgado, both ex
traordinary gifted administrators and
teachers. APS provides professional
development opportunities for all it's
fine arts teachers through N M MEA's
All-Stale conference, summer work
shops, loaning NMMEA percussion
instruments in support of all-state.
paid leave for all teachers who have
students in all-state.
APS music training oppo1ttu1ities
are numerous and well attended.
Art Sheinberg says of APS," The
MiJI Levy Instrument program bas
provided aJI APS secondary schools
with high quality instruments. This
has proved an invaluable asset to
our students. as learning on a good
instnunent often makes the diffe r 
ence between frustration/discontinu
ation and success/exhilaration. Peter
Boonshafl. in his address to APS mu
sic teachers a few years ago, encou r 
aged us to ·'blossom where you are
planted.'' I feel extremely fortunate
lo have had a career teaching music
28

in APS. Despite all of the challenges.
the supportive and innovative admin
istrative team and the entire commu
nity of hard-working music educa
tors make the daily commitment to
make a more musical world for our
kids.
Stephen Snowden says of APS, "in
addition to our ensemble excelling
in the traditional genres of school
music, many additional options are
available to our students. Diverse
offerings such as: Jazz Band. Early
Music Ensemble. Mariachi, Rock
and Rhythm Band, Show Choir, AP
Music Theory. Piano/Keyboard, and
Music Technology allow more stu
dents access to a quality music edu
cation."'
Rio Rancho Public Schools provide
music programs with funding at the
district level. There is a requirement
for all students to receive a fine arts
credit in order to graduate from high
school in Rio Rancho Public Schools
(RRPS).
Each elementary school in RRPS has
at least one highly qualified certified
music teacller. Several schools have
two music teachers. All elementary
music teachers in RRPS participate
in the elementary music professional
learning community which meets
regularly to collaborate on instnic
tional and assessment practices.
Deborah Fleming is the Director of
Fine Arts RRPS. In addition, Loretta
Rizzo serves as Fine Arts Secretary.
Terry Pritchard schedules and coor
dinates fine arts facilities in RRPS.

Approximately 1075 high school
students participate in our music pro
grams including concert choir. show
choir, marching band, jazz band,
concert band, orchestra, g11itar. musi
cal theater, music theory, music ap
preciation, and piano.
Approximately 1375 midc!Je school
students participate in music pro
grams similar to the high school
programs with the addition of ex
ploratory music
Approximately
750 elementary school students par
ticipate 111 music programs above and
beyond their regular general music
classes.
RRPS 1s recognized with the Award
of Distinction because of its long
standing and deeply held commit
ment to music education. Quality
music programs at all levels K-12 is
the standard in RRPS and the dedica
tion and support of the leadership to
make music a fixture in our schools,
not just a luxury.
Congratulations to our two incredible
schools systems and their dedication
to provide quality music education
for all our students. We applaud
both districts and say your honors are
RICHLY DESERV ED!! Bravo!
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Music Faculty

Joseph Kline
Dean. College of Fine Arts
Dustin Seifert
Department Chair,
Director of Bands.
Euphonium and Tuba
Ann Bradfield
Saxophone. Jazz Studies

Tracy Carr
Mus,c History. Double Reeds
Mark Dal Porto
Music Theory, Aural Skills,
Piano, Composition
Michael Ellzey
Trumpet
Travis Erwin
Guitar/Bass Instructor
Susanna Self
Flute
Bruce Keeling
Trombone
Jennifer Laubenthal
C/ar,net
John Olsen
Piano
Cheryl Pachak-Brooks
Studio and Closs Piano
Jason Paulk
Director of
Choral Act1v1ties
Kayla Paulk
Vocal Coach. Accompanist
Neil Rutland
Associate Director of Bands
Percussion, Music Technology
Jason Vest
Voice
Kimberly Gelbwasser
Vo,ce
Jeanie Wozencraft-Ornellas
Voice
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Retirees/Mentoring News
Ron Lipka, Chair
Friends; My Burning Ques
tion #2 How can graduating
music educators be better
prepared for a successful year
of classroom management?
Serving as a mentor for some ten
years working with beginning mu
sic teachers and/or music teachers
111 new positions in the Albuquer
que Public Schools (along with my
colleagues, Nina Hobbs. Charles
Faulkner. Tom Martin and Luis Del
gado) has brought an awareness of a
critical gap in the preparation of our
new music educators.
Most new
teachers are woefully uniformed on
the procedures resulting in a smooth
ly operating, happy and educational
classroom environment. As mentors
we often arrive too late (any time af
ter the first day is often too late) and
are left searching for band-aids (pun
intended) to save the situation. Most
new teachers are left to their own in
genuity to find a route to survival and
success. Some thrive, many do not,
leading to the discouraging drop-out
rate of new teachers. "After 3 years,
1/3 of new teachers leave the field;
after 5 years, almost half of those
new teachers have left.'· [Improving
the Quality of Teachers in the Class
room. Remarks by Carolyn Bacon
Dickson. Improving the Quality of
Teachers in the Classroom. Ed.gov]
We mentors have seen those who
have aced it. Experienced teachers
who have survived (Julie Palladino
at Highland HS and Roosevelt MS)
beginning teachers (Melissa Lane at
Truman MS) are shining examples.
But they are in the minority. Most
beginners (Hey, include me) have lit
tle clue to operating their classroom.
Those who have not figured it out
are in two categories; I . They are
long gone. Do I remember their
name? 2. They are part of "the lem
on dance" and arc still employed as
teachers despite classroom failure.
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in many ne"" areas. .area� that, in the
past. we almost completely disre
garded. The ne,\ requirements have
also greatly bloated the number or
credit hours required for graduation
in any undergraduate education de
gree program. For instance. in Ne\\
Mexico. in addition to mandated
education courses. a Music Educa
tion maJOr has to complete 3 science
courses with labs ( 1 2 credit hours at
ENMU).'' Our Collegiate V ice Presi
dent Neil Rutland adds this: "Add·
ing more classes is a non-starter. The
best way to make an impact here is
to revisit the issue of curriculum as
it now exists for pre-service teachers:
something the collegiate member
ship of NMMEA has been dealing
with on a fragmented, campus-by
campus basis for a very long time.
Most ofus have the scars to prove it."

Suggested therefore is that every
university education degree program
include a required class, just prior to
graduation, in classroom manage.
mcnt. It is realized that most music
Needed is an understanding of
educators think t..hat they are covering handling the educational expec
this in their required classes. Meth tations of young people no mat
ods classes in band, chorus orchestra ter what the subject Nina Hobbs
surely suffice? I taught Secondary comments: "I am finding that new
Methods at William Penn University teachers are not willing to take the
for seven years and thought that I was extra time it takes to really prepare
covering this. Many university profs. for a class. Classrooml> are a mess
figure that their students have been and seldom have I seen the teacher
through six or more years of chorus, completely prepared with ALL m a 
band, orchestra classes and surely terials needed for the class. They
understand how it goes. Wrong! Cer may have the knowledge required
tainly the class management problem but skills are less and less evident."
is recognized in many learning insti
tutions. Our colleague Dustin Seifert Materials addressing the subject arc
reports this: "At ENMU, classroom there. The most useful and relevant
management is covered in the fol i:. The First Day of School, by Harry
lowing Music courses... Conducting K. Wong and Rosemary T. Wong. A
I, Conducting rI, Teaching Elemen Teachers's Survival Guide by our
tary School Music, Teaching Sec own Elaine Greenspan is also a won
ondary School Music, Techniques of derful resource. A class required of
Marching Band. and all instnimen all education majors to understand
tal methods courses. However, he this advice in 'How lo Be an Ef
goes on lo say: "Due to significant fective Teacher' would save many
evolution in educational philosophy a career. NAIMe publications has
(which was followed by legislation/ material available but graduating
mandates in many cases) universities students need to be made aware of
have been required to offer addition and responsible for these materials.
al coursework for education majors. Dr. Edward Harrington at NMHU
I finnly believe that these changes suggests: "At NMHU. I included
have improved student preparation the new book by Susan Haugland.
The Nell' Mexico Musician - Fall. 2012

Mentoring. . .
..Crowd Control" in our music edu
cation course. Without creating an
entirely ne,v course. I incorporated
the topic of classroom managemcnl
in an existing 400-level course."
Okay. We realize that the response
to the request for another class i:;
that "as we already have a five year
program. how could we add one
more required class'!" You got me.
But l can tell you from thirty-five
years of classroom experience that
one semester of Classroom Man
agement training would have been a
heck of a Jot more help to me than
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Counterpoint II. It needn't be a three
credit hour course. Even a one-hour
weekly seminar might assist greatly.
Jim Young who supervises student
teaching al NMSU has tried to deal
with the issue: .. , know al NMSU
classroom management is discussed
in some of the methods classes, but I
also have devoted the first two classes
of the student teacher seminar class
(1 hr. crerlit) that I teach while slu
dents are doing their student teach
mg. This year I got permission from
the education dept. to start the class
BEFORE students starled seeing
students and plan on having the I st

3 classes devoted to classroom man
agement. I think this will help some.
Beginning teachers need to be pre
pared to welcome students into a
positive learning situation from
day one. NMMEA needs to help
make this happen. CONTACT ME:
Ron Lipka
lipkar@.icybennesa.com
SO'i-890-06 1 R (H)

505-280-0878 (C}
Ron Lipka
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For more than 60 years Music Mart has provided
printed-page music to the educators of New Mexico.
Sheet music is our primary business, not a sideline-so your
order gets the full attention it deserves. You may order with
c confidence because we bring to you:
• Enthusiasm!
• Experience
• Expertise
And we have a large stock of music for every need:
• Vocal Solo • Choral • Keyboard • Band • Orchestra
• Handbells • All Instruments
1-800-545-6204 • 1-505-889-9777 • Toll-free fax: 1-877-653-3627
Email: info@musicmart.com • Website: www.musicmart.com
3301 Carlisle Blvd. N.E. • 41buquerque NM 87110
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New Mexico Jazz Educators
Frank (Pancho) Romero, Chair

Congratulations to the Eldorado
Screaming Eagles, John Sanks direc
tor, who were selected to represent
New Mexico Jazz Educators at the
opening Honor Jazz Band Concert at
the 2013 NMMEA Conference. We
also congratulate all of those direc
tors and jazz ensembles that submit
ted excellent audition recordings.

''Jazz washes away the dust
Of every day life."
-Art Blakey
Tbere is music in the air, '·literally''.
It seems anywhere I go on campus
arnd throughout the city, l can here
the sounds of a drum line or the roar
of the marching band rehearsing this
fall's tribute to Aaron Copland or Pat
Mtetheny.

New Mexico Jau. Educators, Jazz
All State will be held January 2527th, 2013 at New Mexico State
University. Jazz All State Clinicians
will include George Stone, Cuesta
College. San Luis Obispo, CA-Jazz
I, Glen Kostur, University of New
Mexico-Jazz II, and John Sanks. El
dorado High School-Jazz III.
Jazz All State audition dates will cor
respond with the wind and percus
sion dates set for NMMEA All State.

Audition material and procedure can
be found at: http://music.nmsu.edu/
ensembles/jazz/new-mexico-jazz
educators
I am truly blessed to be among music
educator& that dedicate themselves to
the students of New Mexico. I know
the countless hours that you spend to
insure that your students receive the
finest experience in music and allow
them to find their way in life. You
are more than a teacher. You are a
guide, a mentor, and most important
ly a role model lo your students. and
l applaud you
Have a wondcrfol year.
Pancho Romero
President, New Mexico Jau Educa
tors Association
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All Spring - Enroll Early
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Guitar Section
John Truitt, Vice President
buqucrque Academy in 2002 \\,here
he is director of the Latin American
Guitar Ensemble and instructor in the
nationally recognized Academy gui
tar program. In addition to his duties
at Albuquerque Academy, he main
tains an active schedule of recitals
around the country as a soloist with
the Rio Grande Guitar Quartet, and
with his colleague and friend Mickey
Jones as a pan of Lile New Mexico
Guitar Duo. Jeremy has been a pan
of the New Mexico All-State Guitar
Initiative from the very beginning,
and many of you will recogni.te him
as the guitarist who played in the t u 
torial videos of our audition etudes.
1 know that some of you may remem Tnnovative and patient, Jeremy is a
ber that l said farewell in my last col teacher who is completely devoted
umn. but I am writing one more just to the progress of his students, and to
to be sure that the new Vice President the progress of our work here in New
for the Guitar Division is properly Mexico. His wife. Sandy. is a speech
introduced. My good friend and col paLllologist and LOgether U1ey have
league Jeremy Mayne will be transi two very talented daughters, Abbey
tioning into the Guitar Division this and Kelsey. Please make an effort
fall as the new Guitar Vice President to connect with Jeremy over the next
Llect. assist mg with all aspects of au few weeks, and let him know about
ditions as well as the various duties your progr.tm and your needs. Ile is
at the All State festival. He will o f  a magnificent resource for us all. and
ficially take the helm as Acting Gui I am thrilled that he is assuming the
tar Vice President of the Guitar Divi position ()f Vice President for Guitar.
:sion at tl1c conclusion of the 2013 Al1 Welcome, Jeremy Mayne!
State. Though l \\ ill stay involved Our Clinician for 2013 is Martha
as long as I am able w ith the New Masters, a true star m the guitar
Mexico All-State Guitar Initiative, I world. One of the few profession
feel Lim! Jeremy brings a whole new als at her level lo begin her study of
level of expertise and intensity to the guitar in a public school program,
division. Let me tell you a little bit Martha is one of the most celebrated
about him.
guitarists of her generation. She is
Jeremy is a New Mexico native and currently the director of Guitar at
is steeped in L11e culture of our state. Loyola Marymount University, the
His love of the guitar came from his President of the Guitar Foundation
father, who is a fine guitari<.t as well. of America teacher for the National
Jeremy did his undergraduate study Guitar Workshop, author of many
at UNM and completed his Master's texts and methods for U1e guitar, and
Degree in 1999 at Indiana with U1e is an active recitalist, performing all
noted virtuoso Ernesto Bitetti . He is over the world as soloist and mem
an amazing artist, having won com bc::r of the celc::brate::u guitar uuet, Duo
petitions around the country both as a Erato. Martha has been the winner of
classical guitarist and as a fingerstyle some very significant competitions:
guitarist. Jeremy has been selected The International Segovia Competi
twice to be in the semi-final round tion, and in 2000, The Guitar Foun
of the prestigious Guitar Foundation dation of America International
of America International Competi Competition. Her CD, Serenade. is
tion. He has released four CD's as in it'> second printing, having sold
a soloist, and is cunently recording more than 10,000 copies! She has
another with the Rio Grande Guitar her Undergraduate and Master's De
Quartet. After teaching in the Music grees from Peabody Conservatory,
Department ofU1e University ofNew and her Doctorate from USC. She
Mexico, he joined the faculty of Al- is a student of Manuel Barrueco and
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Scott Tennant. Martha is an im,ight
ful and patient teacher, and we arc
thrilled to have her as our clinician
for All-State 2013!
Here is the repertoire for the 2013
New Mexico All-State Guitar En
semble:
The Star Spangled Banner - arr
Truitt - available at Music Mart,
or through John Truitt
Concerto in G - Telemann, arr. Jer
emy Sparks, published by Dober
man
Serenade of the Doll and Golli
wogg's Cake Walk, Debussy, pub
lished by d'Oz
Summerset Follies - Duarte
Wild Mountain Thyme - Trad, arr.
Luc Levesque, published by d'Oz
PartiTango - Jurg Kindle
Our auditioner U1is year will be Aar
on Geiskopfof the University ofNe\>\
Mexico Music Prep School. Aaron
is a student or last year's auditioner,
Lynn McGrath. and has hrs degree
from SUNY Potsdam Vice presi
dent for Guitar will be present for all
Auditions as well. Eduardo Trujillo
will once again host the auditions in
Albuquerque at Cibola High School.
Eduardo and his students have done
a beautiful job for the last 1wo years!
The auditions v. ill be on October J 8
and 19.
Please note U1e deadlines for audi
tion sign up and fees on the NMMEA
website! All of the infonnation con
cerning auditions will be there for
your inspection.
The audition material will be:
Study #6 in D major by
I.
Fernando Sor (20 Studies by Fc::r
nando Sor, Segovia Edition, Marks
Publishers) quarter note = 82
2.
Excerpt from PartiTango
by Jurg Kindle, Part one, measures
33-46, quarter note =100
Three octave f melodic mi3.
nor scale, and lwo octave Eb major
scale, quarter note = I00 as pre
sented in Diatonic Major and Minor
Scales, Andres Segovia. (Theodore
Presser)
4.
Sight readjng example, between 6 and 12 measures, in any key
signature up to four sharps or three
flats, simple lime signature.
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Guitar . . .
There will be four guitar workshops
presented this year, and they arc:
The Guitar for Elementary
I.
Students. as presented by the faculty
of the UNM Music Prep School.
Lynn McGrath, Aaron Geiskopf, and
Brian Moore
New and Significant
2.
Selections for Guitar Ensemble. A
reading session hosted by Edu:irdo
Trujillo
3.
Master class for High
School and Middle school Guitur
Students Ben Silva, clinician
Please notify Jeremy Mayne or me if
you have a student who will wish to
perfom1!
Authentic Assessment in
4.
the Guitar Classroom. Mark Scholz.
Moriarty High School.
There have been some big changes
in the faculty of the Guitar Division
this summer. and as of the writing of
this article. nev, assignments are not

knm\ n. Most notable in this catego
ry is the retirement of David Ostro
vit7 of Manzano I[igh School. David
had been the director at Manzano
since the 1970's. and his program
was the largest in the state, and one
of the largest in the country. He was
one of the founding members of the
New Mexico Guitar Initiative, and
had been instrumental in our push to
be a part of All-Stale. Noted for his
patience and compassion, David saw
to it that every student who came to
him was given the chance to be suc
cessful and to develop themselves
to their highest potential. The kids
called him "Mr. o·· and often credit
him for helping them through tough
times as well � providing them with
a terrific education on the gujtar. His
influence will be felt for a very long
time in our community. We wish l11m
the best in his retirement, and we will
miss him immensely!
Please remember that the deadline
for audition sign up 1s September 17,
2012. That date \\ ill arrive quickly,

so be sure to encourage the kids to
prepare as they come in the door on
the first day! Please let Jeremy or me
kno\" right away if you have ques
tions about the material or about the
procedure.
And so we beg111 year four of our
All-State Initiative, as a fully vested
division ofNMMEA. recognized na
tionally for our Guitar Division. with
nev. leadership and new resolve.
Deepest thanks to everyone who has
worked so hard to bring us to this
place. and best of luck to all of you!
John Truitt
Acting Vice President. Guitar Division, NMMEA
truitt�aa.edu
Jeremy Mayne, Vice president
Elect. Guitar Division. NMMEA
mayne(c_£aa.edu
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Eastern N M University, NM State University, and the University of N M

University Nen!>, Eastern Ne,�
Mexico Unhersit)
Submitted by Jennifer Laubl•nthal

Gr\,;etmgs from the 1:1'.MU Depart
ment of Music! The Department looks
forward lo 1h1s upcommg school year
which \�111 be filled w11h recllals. con
cert:.. guest arltsts and master classes.
nmoughout the summer. the facully
and students ha\c been attendmg con
fcremces, performing and adjudica1111g and look forward to etmching the
department with these experiences.
Please Join tc, for these events, most are
free and open 10 the public.
For more information, please visit our
website at www.e1unu.edu/music
Ensc-mble News
TI1c ENMU Choirs arc off lo an excit
ing s1tart of the new academic year. Fall
activ•ities include a choir retreat on Au
gust 25. All State Preparation Day for
the Southeastern district of NMMEA
on Se:ptember 15, hosting Solo and En
semb,lc at ENMU on October 4. host
ing A\11 State auditions at ENMU on
The Mew Mexico Musician -Fall. 2012

October 15. our Fal I Choral Concert
on Saturday. October 27 at 7 p m. m
Buchanan Jlall. our Ilohday Concen
on Fnday. No,embcr 30. and finall),
a performance for the Clovis Cultural
Arts Sene� m Marshall Auditorium on
Saturday. December 8 al 7 p m
We also continue our plannmg. and
limdra1sing for an excitmg Alumni and
ENMU Choirs tour of Italy, which will
include pcrfonnanccs in St. Mark's m
Venice, St. Peter's m Rome, and some
wonderful venue� in Florence from
May 14-25. 2013. If you are interested
in finding out more inforniatton about
this perfom,ancc opportunity or sup
poning this endeavor. please feel free
10 contact Dr. Jason Paulk, Director
of Choral Activities. at Ja�on.paulk(lv
enmu.edu or 575-562-2798.
Faculty News
Kayla Paulk. Vocal Coach and Accom
panist at ENMU, accompanied Gerald
Welker. Principal Hornist of the United
States Air Force Academy Band, in a
solo recital this past May at Hornswog
gle. a horn workshop held at Humming-

bird Music <.amp in Jemc1 Sprmgs.
New Mexico. Mr. Welker and Ms.
Paulk have plan:; for a recordmg proJ
cct in Colorado Springs. CO. <lunng
the summer of 2013. In addttion 10 her
cxwns1vc perfom,ancc schedule. M:-..
Paulk has been aclt\C as a wnler and
presenter in the past several mvnths. In
the spnng of2012. Ms. Paulk presented
her research m collegiate collaborath· c
piano curriculum at the Rocky Moun
tain Regional CMS Co11ferencc. held at
ENMU. Ilcr article. ..From tJ1c Bench:
Facilitating Collaborative Support from
the Choral Accompanist," was the fea
ture article of the August 2012 issue of
the Choral Journal, the national publi
cation of the American Choral Direc
tors Association. She is in the process
of completing a chapter on collabora
ttve piano for an upcoming Nova Pub
lishers education book. and recently
had an article on teaching collaborative
piano skills in the private piano studio
accepted for American Music Teacher,
the prestigious journal of Music Teach
ers National Association.
Dr. Mark Dal Porto, professor of mu-
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sic. wa� in the Czech Republic the last
week of June 2012 to work with con
ductor Petr Vronsky. the Moravian Phil
harmonic Orchestra. and members of
PARMA Recordings to record Dal Por
to's orchestral work Song of Eternity.
While in the city of Olomouc, CZ. Dal
Porto and members of the PARMA re
cording team auendcd the rehearsal and
recording with the orchestra. The work
is now in post-production and will be
finalized in close consultation with the
composer. Dal Porto will also be work
ing with the PARMA art and production
team during the final stages of the re
lease of Song of Eternity on enhanced
CD titled Modern Orchestral Works. It
is scheduled for release in early 2013.
PARMA is the parem company of Cap
stone, Navona, Ravello. and Big Round
Records which are circulated interna
tionally by Naxos, lhe largest classical
and jazz music distributor in the world.
During ENMU's 2012 spring com
mencement (5/1 1/12). ENMU Presi
dent Dr. Stephen Gamble announced
tJ1at Dr. Dal r>orto was the recipient or
tlle Presidential Award for excellence
in Research. Scholarly. and Creative
Activity.
Dr. Tracy Carr presented a 60-minutc
lecture titled "Two for One. Being a
University Double Reed Specialist" at
the International Double Recd Society
Conference, Miami University, Oxford.
OH, July 7-1 l, 2012.
Dr. Michael Ellzey was a featured art
ist for the 2012 International Trumpet
Guild Conference in Colwnbus. GA.
He performed a work by Dr. Michael
Sitten for the new works recital. Dr.
Ellzey also taught trumpet and theory
at the Tennessee Governor's School for
the Arts, where he has taught and per
formed for five years.
This summer Dr. Jennifer Laubenlhal
judged the lntemational Clarinet As
sociation Research Competition during
the annual Clarinetfest Conference in
Lincoln, Nebraska during August 1-5.
This competition detem1ined whose
newly conducted research on the clari
net would be published in the Clarinet
Magazine. Dr. Laubenthal also recently
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commissioned a new work by Mauhcv,
Saunders for clarinet and unpnchcd per
cussion. This piece will be perfonned
on her upcommg recital in March 2013.
The department welcomes two mem
bers to our faculty, Dr. Am, Bradfield.
saxophone and Dr. Kimberly Gclbwas
scr, voice.

perfom1ing throughout California JI
Sierra Repertory Theatre. Pear A, cnue
Theatre, and Bus Barn Stage Company.
As a soloist. Kimberly has appeared 111
concert with the Coastal Symphony of
Georgia. Her operatic roles include Su
sanna in Le nozze di Figaro, Adele u1
Die Fledennaus, and Despina in Cosi
fan tulle. and her concert repertoire
includes Brahms 's Ein dcutsches Re
quiem, Handel's Messiah, Respighi·s
Laud to the Nativity, Vivaldi's Gloria,
and Mendelssohn·s Elijah. Kimberly
has spent numerous summers singing
and studying abroad. in Germany, Italy.
and Austria.

In 2012, Ann Bradfield Joined the fac
ulty of ENMU. An advocate for new
music, Ms. Bradfield commissions and
premieres new works for saxophone. In
2011, she premiered and recorded Wink
for alto saxophone and marimba, with
and by renowned percussionist Mark
Ford. In the Lone Star Wind Orches University of New Mexico News
tra and tJ1c University of North Texas Submitted by Colleen Sheinberg
Wind Symphony under the direction of
Eugene Coirporon, Ms. Bradfield per We are pleased to announce the ap
fonned and recorded as principal saxo pointment of baritone Michael Hix to
phonist on projects including the educa the faculty beginning Fall 2012. Mi
tional series. 'Teaching Music through chael comes to UNM from Troy Uni
Perforn1ance in Band." She has been versity's John M. Long School of Mu
featured 111 perfom,ance at the World sic in Troy. Alabama. where he was
Saxophone Congress. North American the Coordinator of Chora!Nocal stud
Saxophone Alliance 81ennml Conven ies and teaches voice. opera workshop
tion, and North American Saxophone and music history. Ile holds a Bach
Alliance Region 4 Conventions.
elor of Music in music theory from
Ms. Bradfield completed her doctorate Furman University, dual master's
m saxophone performance at the Uni degrees in vocal perfomrnnce and his
versity of North Texas in 20 I 0. and her torical musicology from Flonda State
dissertatjon An Annotated Bibliogra University and a Doctor of Music in
phy of Selected Music for Saxophone vocal performance from Florida State.
by Charles Ruggiero with an Analysis Dr. I !ix has given solo and chamber
of interplay for Soprano Saxophone perfonnances at Tanglewood Music
and Piano has since been published. Center and appeared as a soloist on the
At VNT, she also earned a Master of Boston Pops' "Bernstein on Broad
Music in saxophone performance and way" concert in 2006. He has sung
Bachelor of Music in Jaz7 Studies. and with Ohio Light Opera, Opera Bir
had the opponunity to work with artists mingham, Ashlawn-Highland Opera,
including Maria Schneider, Michael Greenville Light Opera Works, Opera
Brecker, and Bob Brookmeyer. Ms. del Sol, Florida State Opera and Fur
Bradfield has served on the faculty of man University Opera, and has given
Cameron University, Oklahoma Stale numerous concert and oratorio solo
University and Oklahoma Christian perfonnaaces. His research has been
University.
published in The Journal of Singing,
Soprano Kimberly Gelbwasser, a na The Choral Journal and The American
tive of Long Island. New York. holds Theater Organ Society Journal, and he
a Doctorate in Vocal Performance from has contributed numerous entries to
the University of Cincinnati College the forthcoming New Gro1te Diction
Conservatory of Music (CCM). Kim ary of American Music.
berly has served as Visiting r>rofessor
of Voice at the University of North Last March 200 members of the UNM
Florida (UNF) where she taught Ap Choirs perfonned the New York pre
plied Voice. Aural Theory, and Vocal miere of Rene Clausen's Requiem to
Pedagogy. She has been most recently a packed house at Avery Fisher Hall.
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The perfonnance was sponsored by
Distinguished Concerts International
New York (DCINY). an organiza
tion that presents concerts by schools
and ensembles from throughout the
country. Bradley Ellingboe. Direc
tor of Choral Activities, conducted a
free-lance orchestra and UNM vocal
faculty members Leslie Umphrey and
Sam Shepperson. who sang the solo
portions t0gether with bass-baritone
David Salsbery Fry. The perfom1ers
received a standing ovation and cur
tain call. In his review for the New
York Concert Review. Jeffrey Wil
liams wrote, ..Conductor Bradley El
lingboe was an engaging, attentive,
and fully involved conductor whose
dedication any composer would be
pleased to have ...Soprano Leslie Um
phre}' was angehc in the ·Pie Jesu.'
Tenor Sam Shepperson comributed
lus , ocal mastery with refinement."

educate and heal the audience, as well
as to create community wtth the audi
ence members and to stretch and chal
lenge them. II is hoped that b}' doing
non-traditional programming. we can
share our passion for music and build
new audiences. These concerts are an
outgrowth ofa class Dr. Hinterbichler
teaches on helping to prepare our stu
dents for life after college The course
includes information on creating resu
mes and websites. setting up teaching
studios, searching out students and
perfonning opportunities, freelanc
ing, tax preparation. publicity. and
producing concerts. One of the topics
or class discussion is how to keep the
field of classical music alive by com
ing up with new models for the future

Christopher Shultis. Regen1s· Pro
fessor or Theory and Composition
and a wrner. composer and scholar.
rewed this spring after teaching al
Pamela Pyle, Associate Professor of UNM smce 1980 A rccipncnt of two
Piano/Collaborative Piano, brought Fulbright awards. he also taught at
her friend and colleague, cellist Alan the Techn1schc Ilochschule Aachen
Ilarris, chair of the stnng department (1993-94) and the Univers1tlit lle1m !he Eastman School of Music. to delbcrg (1999-2000). Ile received
gi, e a masterclass on April 20. Those his Bachelor of Music from Michigan
part1c1patmg were students ot Prof. State University, his Master or Music
Pyle and Prof. Da1. ad Schepps. Fu from the Uni,ersny of lllmo1s and his
ton:: collabora11ve projects :ire 111 1he Ph.D. in Americ&n Studies from the
Umvcrs1ty of New Mexico. At UNM.
\\o,-k:,.,
Shultis taught course:; in American
In May. ten UNM music students mwac, twent1eth-ccntury music. pop
presented concerts in venues that ular music. compo:-ition and intcrd1s
don ·1 often <;cc lave pcrfom1ances. cipl111ary fine tu ts, and was an adjunct
The perfonnancc:, arc part of a cla:,s member of the Depanment of Ameri
taught by Prof. Karl Hinlerbichler can Studies facull). Ile also served as
and arc intended to explore diffcren1 Artistic Director of the John Donald
repertoire from the students' conven Robb Composers· Symposium since
tion.al classical training. expand per 2001.
formance opportunities. and <!nable
them to share their music outside the �M State Univcrsil) News
acadlcmic en1.ironmcnt. The first of Submitted by NanC) Joy
the perfonnances took place at Joy
JunC'!ion. an Albuquerque! homeless The New Mexico State Uni,erslly
shelter. on Ma}' 10. The second per Music Department hope:, that you had
fonntance was foa the students at the a regenerating summer break and are
Juvemilc Detention Center on May J I. in the midst of making joyful music
Thes,e infonnal concerts included spo wllh wonderful students!
ken inmoductions and audience partic
ipaticm, along with a wide variety of We are very excited lo introduce our
musitc from classical masterpieces to new music faculty 10 all of you and
avantt garde works, jazz. pop, country please help us welcome them to New
and rap. Some of the goals of these Mexico!
pcrfomnances were to inspire. amuse,
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Our new Director of Bands is Profes
sor of Music, Dr. Christopher l lughes.
Dr. I lughes will serve as music direc
tor and conducLOr of the NMSU Sym
phontc Wind Ensemble. teach gradu
ate conducting. guide all aspect:. of the
wind band program. and assist with
the development of the next genera
tion of music educators From 20082012, Dr. llughes served as Director
of' Bands and Chair of the Conducting
and Ensembles Faculty for the Col
lege of Music at Mahidol University.
a conservator) setting in Bangkok,
Thailand. In this capacity, Hughes
was music director and conductor of
the Mahidol Wind Symphony. Cham
ber Winds, and Symphony Orchestra
while guiding the graduate programs
in msuumental conducting. In addi
tion to his university respons1bilitics,
Hughes served as residem guest con
ductor for the Thailand Ph1lhanno111c
Orchestra. Prior to his move to Thai
land, Dr. Hughes held positions on Lhe
faculties at Lander Uni,·ersity and the
Umvcrsity of Colorado.
Born on Bloomsday in Aspen, Colo
rado. I Iughes's interest m the beaut)
o!' music began early. Ile decided to
pursue conducting as a profession af
ter experiencing the artistry of man}
or the legendary conductors v.ho
were in residence at the Aspen Music
School. ln 2005 Hughe� was awarded
1he Doctor of Musical Arts degree in
instrumental conductmg and literature
at the University of Colorado where
he was a student of world-renowned
conductor and Distmg1.11shed Profes
sor Allan McMurray.
Developing an impressive interna
tional profile. Dr. Hughes has con
ducted ensembles in concen on four
continents including Europe. Asia.
Australia and North America. Ile is
in constant demand as a clinician and
engagements taking him to se, era!
US states and ten foreign countries
including England. Ireland. China.
Taiwan, Hong Kong, Singapore, and
Indonesia. In 2009 Dr. Hughes led
the Mah1dol Wind Symphony in a
critically acclaimed performance
during the proceedings or the 15th
World Saxophone Congress. This
subscquenily led lo an invitation for
the band to appear as the guest art-
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isl ensemble for the 20 l O Australian
National Ensemble Championships.
IIughcs conducted the 20 IO South
east Asian Youth Wind Ensemble in
Bangkok and the 2011 Honor Band
of 1he Interscholastic Association of
Southeast Asian Schools in Jakarta.
In 2012. Hughes will conduct the
Southeast Asian International Schools
Honor Wind Ensemble and will travel
back LO China to conduct the Directors
Band ofGuangzhou Province in 2013.
Known for his ensitivc interpretation
of music for large and small instru
mental ensembles, Hughes's conduct
ing has drawn praise from composers
and conductors in the United States,
Canada. Southeast Asia, and Austra
lia. A champion of new music. Dr.
Hughes has conducted numerous
world and regional premieres and he
has become a conductor of choice for
contemporary works.
We also welcome our new Dona
Ana Lyric Opera (DALO) Director
and voice faulty. John Carlo Pierce.
Professor Pierce 1s an internation
ally known lyric tt.:nor, who has spent
fourteen years pcrfom1ing opera. on
the stages of the United States and
Europe.
After graduating from the Eastman
School of Music with a Master of Mu
sic degree m Pcrfom1ance/Literaturc,
Mr. Pierce joined the Young Artist
Program of the Florida Grand Opera
in Miami in 1995. During this time,
he made his professional debut as
Brighella in Ariadne auf Naxos. sang
in Lucia di Lammermoor (Arturo). I
pagliacci (Beppc), and participated
in the Studio ·s outreach programs in
schools throughout Dade and Bro
ward Counties.
l n 1997, Mr. Pierce made his Euro
pean debut as Victorin in Die tote
Stadt at the Festival ofTwo Worlds in
Spolcto, Italy. As a result of his work
in this production. he was invited to
join the International Opera Studio of
the Cologne Opera in Germany. Af
ter one season, he was promoted to
principal soloist. and in the next two
seasons sang leading roles in Die tote
Stadt. Falstaff (Fenton) and Macbeth
(Malcolm), among others. John made
a return to the United States in 2000
to appear as Ferrando in Cosi fan tutte
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for the Orlando (FL) Opera.
a member or the La Calrina String
From 2001-06. Mr. Pierce held the Quartet. She completed her Bach
position or resident Lyric Tenor for elor of Music degree in Violin Perfo r 
the State Theater in Ma111z, Gem1any. mance 111 Brazil and rccei\'ed a Per
While there. he was responsible for fonnance Cc11ificate from the Liszt
over 25 roles covering a broad range Ferenc Academy of Budapest. llun
of repertoire from the Baroque period gary. where she spent two years under
to contemporary music. Highlights full scholarship from the prestigious
from his tenure m Mainz include Vitae Foundation. Roberta completed
Handel's Saul (Jonathan), which was her Master of Music degree in Violin
broadcast live on German television, Performance from UNM in 20 IO and
and the world premiere of an opera has played solos and chamber music
based on the life of Johannes Guten throughout the state since 2007. As a
berg, composed by Gavin Bryars. chamber musician, she is a core play
Other roles include Belmonte (Die er in Sunday Chatter (fom1erly called
Enttuhrung aus dem Serail). Don Ot Church or Beethoven). Las Placitas
tavio (Don Giovanni), Conte Alma Series, Sa11ta Fe Promusica. Taos
viva (II barbiere di Siviglia). Alfredo Chamber Music. Serenata of Santa Fe
(La traviata) and Rinuccio (Gianni and Albuquerque Chamber Soloists.
Schicchi), to nan1e a few.
Roberta also perfom1ed with cellis1
John joined the Giessen Theater in Laszlo Mezo from Hungary. touring
2006. and over the next three sea Brazil performing solos with ,arious
sons. added several new roles to his orchestras and chamber recitals.
repertoire, including Prince Ramiro
m Cenerentola. and Narraboth in Sa Our new Professor of Cello and Bass
lome. In Febniary 2009. as a pan of is Cesar Bourguel. A native of Oaxa
the yearlong celebration of the music ca. Mexico, Cesar began his musical
of Joseph Haydn commemoratmg the studies at the age ofseven with his fa
200th anni\ crsary of his death. John ther Arturo Martinez San Juan. At agt:
sang the role of Medoro in Orlando 15. be moved to Mexico City to con
Paladino. which was broadcast live on tinue his academic career at the Ollin
Gcm1an radio.
Yolitzl1 Cultural Center. Ile would
As a guest artist. Mr. Pierce has sung later pursue his studies at the Moores
at the Bavarian State Opera in Mu School of Music at the University of
nich. the Aargau Festival in Switzer Houston. Texas and the Florida Inter
land, and in Dam1stadt, Dortmund. national University in Miami. Flonda.
Dtisseldorf. Freiburg, Ile1delbcrg, In Spring 20 I 2, Cesar completed his
Master of Music degree in Cello Pcr
Kassel, Nuremberg and Schwerin.
In the fall of 2009, John began the fonnance al NMSU.
Doctor of Musical Arts degree pro This young performer has studied
gram at 1he University ofConnec1icut. with such notable cellists as Gayane
As a teaching assistant, his duties have Mdoyan. David Nasidzc, Vagram Sar
included directing the Opera Snidio, adjan, Vardgcs Stepanian a11d Javier
teaching German and Italian diction Arias. He has also attended Master
for singers, and perfom1ing with the Classes given by Natalia Gulman.
Opera Theater. He appeared as Hazim David Geringas, Nathaniel Rosen,
in the world premiere of Sheila Sil Desmond Hoebig. Norman Fischer.
ver's The Wooden Sword. in the title Yehuda Hanani, William da Rosa and
role of Leonard Bernstein's Candide, Alvaro Bitran, an10ng others.
and as Frit? in The Grand Duchess of Cesar has won awards and distinc
tions including the First Prize in the
Gerolstein.
NMSU is looking forward to John's "Schlem International Music Com
creativity, energy and vision to bring petition'' of 2005. held in Vols am
Dona Ana Lyric Opera productions to Schlcm/Fie allo Sci liar (Italy), as well
Las Cruces!
as the top honors for sonata interpreta
tion in the .. Khachaturian Internation
We welcome Ms. Roberta Arruda al Cello Competition·· in Yerevan. Ar
as our new Violin Professor and as menia. He was also a laureate winner
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tors young teachers in the El Paso area
the "Cynthia Woods Mitchell Pa'vil- active as a perfom1er as wdl.
where she has recently started the El
1on·· competition in Houston, as part
ofthe '.!004 Texas Music Festival, and Professor Barbara Lambrecht will Paso chapter of YES (Young Educator
serve as Interim Associate Direc Seminars) El Paso Style - SI (Sharing
t,e Moores Concerto Competition.
-:'his summer. Cesar and Viola Profes tor of Bands and the Director of the Information). She works with bands
!,Or, Jorge Martinez-Rios participated Pride of New Mexico! Mrs. Lam across the city. teaches flute section 
i, a historical CD recording project brecht received her musical training als and lessons. and subs with the Ro
sJonsored by the National Endow in Odessa Texas under the tutelage swell Symphony Orchestra. She is an
of J. R. McEntyre, and received her active clinician. adjudicator, and con
ment for the Arts from Mexico.
This project inclucted a collection of Bachelor's degree in Music from ductor across the United States
Pablo Moncayo·s music. on eight Texas Tech University and Master's The La Catrina String Quartet (LCSQ)
Cd's, m celebration of Moncayo·s degree in Music Education from the has contrnued Lo recruit and build the
100th birthday. This recording is University of North Texas. She stud strings program at NMSU. This year
available in all music stores in Mex ied conducting with Anshel Brusilow. marked the first time in the history of
Paul Ellsworth, and Jim Sudduth the Music Department that a string
ico.
Professor Bourguet's second solo CD and studied flute with Frank Bowen. orchestra program was ollered. fea
1s about to be released this year called Mary Karen Clardy. and Gary Garner. turing works by Mexican composer
Barbara, conductor for The Edge of Joaquin Gutierrez Heras. The conduc
Through
the Russian Steppes with works by Texas Concert Band, has written for tor-less ensemble. under the leade r 
Shostako'v ich. Khachaturian. llo\. and served as Contributing Editor for ship o fthe LCSQ silting as principals,
a111ssian. Rostropovich and Glazunov The Instrumentalist. She also writes was also honored to have had the op
and arranges music for band with Hal portunity to accompany Dr. Frank
Our ne\\ Interim Director of Choirs Leonard, RBC Music Publishers and (Pancho) Romero on Johann Baptist
is Profossor David A. Klement. who E.C Schirmer publishing her band Georg Neruda's Trumpet Concerto.
joined the facully of Ne,, Mexico pieces. Honored numerous times by LCSQ collabornted with NMSU tuba
State Uni,·ersity in tl1c Fall of 2009. her colleagues, Mrs. Lambrecht has professor James Shearer on an all
As a boy soprano. David served as been voted into the Texas Bandmas string quartet plus tuba concert fea
I lead Chorister oflht• world renowned ters Hall of Fame, recei,ed Texas turing works b) I ester Pack, Manny
St. Thomas Choir of Men and Boys in Tech University's Distinguished Mu Albam. NMSU alumna Justin Raines
New York City where he appeared sic Educator Award, Tau Beta S11,rma's and Dr. Lon Chaffin, Mu:.ic Dcpan
as soloist at Carnegie Hall. L111coln national Outstanding Sen.1,cc to Music ment Chair und professor of compo
Center. Kmgs College Cambridge and Award. the Texas Chamber of Com sition. Plans are undcnva) to record
wa� the featun:d soloist on the PBS merce Cultural Award. National Band these worki> by the spnng of 2013
documentary soundtrack for the 1979 Assoc1at1on Achievement Award. The quanet also collaborated with
documentary Henry Moore. David re Texas Music Educators Association visiting composer James Grant and
ceived his Bachelor of Music in Vocal Achievement Award, and twice had clarinet professor Dr. Laroy Borchart.
Perfonnanee and Literature from the her ''day" proclaimed by the cuy performing the composer's own ar
Oberlin Conservatory of Music and a council. Most recently she was cho rangement of his concerto for bass
Master of Music in Conducting from sen a:. one of the 2000 Outstanding clarinet.
the r.astman School of Music. Ile 1s Mus1c1an.s of the 20th Century, and
a founding member of the Carolina was named to Who's Who of Ameri Dr. Martha Rowe. Vocal Area Coordi
Chamber Chorale. which can be heard can Women. Mrs. Lambrecht has per nator. was invited by Professor Zhang
on Albany Records. David's princi fonned as principal flute in the Mid L1 to teach a series of 8 master classes
pal teachers include Donald Neucn, land-Odessa Symphony. Wichita Falls in June at the S1chuan Conservatory
Gerre Hancock. Melinda ONcal. Al Symphony, Lubbock Symphony, and of Music in Chengdu, Sicl,uan. China.
fred Mann and Daniel Moe. In addi flute in Mid-Cities Woodv. ind Quin She worked not only with the students
tion to his duues as choral conductor tet and Orchestra de UAJC (Juarez, but with several teachers, as well.
at NMSU, David is also the Director Mexico). lier bands were named State Two of her fonner Masters students.
of Music at First Prcsbytenan Church Honor Band in both Texas and New Sh1fang Zhu and Guo Ying, served as
where he directs the 45 member Chan Mexico, received the John Philip translators. A special session was de
cel Choir. oversees a sta!T of profes Sousa Foundation's Sudler Cup, per voted to meal anatomy and function.
sional musician::, and a growing mu fom1ed at the Midwest International coordinated by another fom1cr Mas
sic program. Most recently, he was Clinic, played on the White House ters student. Ye Cheng.
artistic director of the Rochester Boys lawn for President Ronald Reagan.
Choir program which he founded in marched in the Washington D. C. In The NMSU Flute Ensemble, under
Rochester. NY. David has also stage dependence Day parade and selected the direction of Dr. Lisa Van Win
directed and music directed over thir- as the Most Outstanding Band in nu kle, perfonned on August 9tJ1 at the
ty theatrical productions and has been merous competitions. Barbara men- National Flute Association (NFA )
'1l
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University News...
Convention 111 Las Vegas. NV. fhis NMSU Alumna Justm Raines and
was 1he ensemble·s second invited a world premier b} Linda I lolland.
pcrfonmmce at the national conven She was also honored to perforn1 in
tion. Eleven students consisting of the IWBC premiere brass ensemble.
mu:.1c educalton. music performance. Monarch Brass.
music business. journalism and hotel. In July. Ms. Joy gave a Master Class
restaurant and tounsm managemen1 and many lessons al the Spantsh Brass
majors formed the ensemble. The 30 S}mpo:.ium in Alz1ra, Spain. After 1he
minute program included the premiere symposium. she was honored to be in
of a new work by Music Department -vited to ren1rn for next year's event!
Chair, Dr. Lon Chaflin. entitled Vista you can see (and hear) the Pride m ac
Eneanto. The NFA world premier by tion on September 30th in exhibition
Dr. Chaffin is a three mo,cment work at La Cueva High School in Albu4uer
for !lute ensemble that l11ghligh1s the quc, The El Paso Independent School
beauty and majesty of the southern District Marching lmitational. several
New Mexico area.
performances in Tucson and Phoenix.
AZ. and of course the NMSU Tourna
Dr. Rhonda Taylor. saxophone pro men1 of Bands to be held on Novem
fessor. performed as a solo artist at ber 5th at Aggie Memorial Stadium.
New York's Seven Immediacies S e 
ries on June 29th at Vaudeville Park The NMSU Symphonic Winds will
in Brooklyn. and at JACK. also in perform two concerts. The first con
Brooklyn. For the NYC shows, Dr. ce11, billed as the "Scholarship Con
Taylor presented music by Rick Bur cert" will honor the NMSU donors
khardt, Gerard Grisey, Avi Tchanmi. that have made 1t possible for out
and Ben Grosser. On July 12th. she standing ialent to be rewarded v. ith
performed Interstice for solo baritone endowed scholarships and will be
saxophone b} Avi Tchamni at the 16th held October 9th. The second con
World Saxophone Congress m St. cen on November 13th, will feature
Andrews, Fife, Scotland. Dr. Taylor NMSU senior trumpet Major Marcus
also had the honor ofperforn1ing John Flores on the Eric Ewazen Trumpet
Cage's FOURS as part of a Bowling Concerto. Marcu. was a solo compe
Green State Universlly Alumni octet tition finalist thi:. past summer at the
at the end or a special lec1ure given International Trumpet Guild Conven
by John Sampen and Marilyn Shrude tion in Minnesota.
in honor of Cage's I00th birthday this
year.
The fall semester will conclude with
the annual Southwest Honor Band
Horn Professor. Ms. Nancy Joy, per Auditions. This year's clinicians are
formed at the International Hom So Dennis Johnson. Director of Bands
ciety (lHS) Symposium at University from Murray State University in Mur
of North Texas in May. Along with her ray. KY and Jon Shultz, Director of
perfonnance, she fulfilled her many Bands from Lake Hamilton High
duties as International Workshop Co School in Pearcy. AR.
ordinator and Chair or the IHS Hom
Dr. Lisa Van Winkle will present an
Scholarships.
All State clinic for New Mexico and
In June, Ms. Joy perfonned with her Texas flutists on Saturday. November
flute, horn and piano trio. Allura at the 12th from noon to S pm in the Band
International Women's Brass Confe r  Room at the Music Center. Demon
ence (IWBC) at Western Michigan stra1ion and discussion of both New
University in Kalamazoo, Ml. Allura Mexico and Texas All State etudes
perfonned works by Eric Ewazen. will be presented followed by a mock
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audition for par1icipa111s. There is no
fee required for rcgistrauon. Students
may register onlrne for the class be
ginning October 12th through the
NMSU Music home page ww\u1msu.
edu-music
IJorn Professor. Ms. Nancy Joy. pre
miered with her flute. horn and piano
trio. Allura, at t.he International Ilorn
Societ) Symposium in San Fran
cisco. CA this past June. Allum was
ver) honored to have premiered 3
new works for their en�emble. includ
ing two pieces composed by NMSU
Alumnt John Fannm and Justin
Raines. Along ,, ith her pcrfonnanccs
with Allura, Ms. Joy also performed
,,ith the Advisory Council All-Star
Ensemble. organized the !HS scholar
ship programs :md served in her role
as International Workshop Coordina
tor.
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Husic !11dm1ry Co1111cil membership is arnilable In all cmporation.\. h11si11esses. and educalional im1i111rions \\'ho
wish ro supporr rhe ac1i1•ities of the New 'vlexico Music Educators tls.wda1io11. These members are an important
part olour orga11i=a1in11 anddese1ve your support

American College of Musicians
Pat McCabe-Leche
PO Box 1807
Austin, TX 78767
51 2-478-5775
Baum's Music Company
William Krum, Jr.
2908 Eubank Blvd., NE
Albuquerque. NM 87112
800-372-0707
Buffet Crampon USA
Mary Marshall.
Marketing Coordinator
14125 Beach Blvd.
Jacksonville. FL 32250
904-821-0234
mary.marshall(lt butfetcrampon.us
Olivas Music Co
Jimmy Olivas
1320 N. Zaragosa Suite 115
El Paso. TX 79936
91 5-858-6700
colivasmusic�ielp.rr.com

Fruhauf Unifonns
Darrell Blanchard
800 East Gilbert
Wichita. KS 67211
3 1 6 -263-7500
fruhauf(ftfruhauf.com

J. W. Pepper
Mary Green
5420 S. Green Street
Murray, UT 84123
80 l -265-0868
satisfaction�jwpepper.com

Getzen Company. Inc.
Mary Rima
PO Box 440
Elkhorn. W T 53 I 21-0440
262-723-4221
infonnation({i_,gctzen.com

McGraw-Hill
Cora Jackson Dixon,
1::.xhibit Coordinator
420 E. Danicldale Road Suite 2
Desoto. TX 75115
coradixon-jaekson(Zvmcgrws-h i11.
com

Grand t,.Jesa Music Publishers
Walter Cummings
312 Country Club Park
Grand Junction, CO 81503
970-245- 1 685
gmmus1c�t; carthl111k.net
Greater Southwest Music Festival
Kathy Fishburn
I 000 S. Polk St
Amarillo, TX 79101
800-444-4763

l:.astman Music Company
lkuko Salazar, Education Progam
ming
22525 Gateway Center Drive
Clarksburg, MD 20871
800-624-0270
dlguth(a'msn.com
Enchanted Educators of Kodaly
NM Kodaly Institute
I 0516 Brookline Place NW
Albuquerque, NM 87114
505-450-9539
mjproctor(?icomcast.net
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Jlummingbird Music Camp
Wanda l ligg1m,
PO Box 106
Jemez Springs. NM 87025
505-829-3060
group�vhummingbirdmus iccamp.org
lndeco Sales. Inc.
Mike Anderson
805 East 4th Avenue
Belton. TX 76513
800-692-4256
mi ke.anderson(t'l, indecosa Ies.com
Jimmy Olivas Uniforms
Jimmy Olivas
600 Cinnamon Teal Circle
El Paso, TX 79932
915-877-5617
jolivas I l@elp.rr.com

MENC
Elizabeth Lasko
1806 Robert Fulton Drive
Reston. VA 20191
800-336-3768
clizabcthl(u. mcnc.org
The Music Mart. Inc.
Joe Keith
3301 Carltslc Blvd. NE
Albuquerqut!, NM 87110
800-545-6204
1nfo(wmusicmart.com
New Mexico Am,y National Guard
44th Army Rand
WO I Wendy Franchell
600 Wyoming Blvd. NE
Albuquerque, NM 87123
505-271-7142
wendyfranchell(a,nm.ngb.army.mil
Patterson I-lorn Works
Cora Patterson
3380 Thurmond Rd.
Las Cruces. NM 88012
575-3 73-0789
cora@hornworks.com
Robertson & Sons Violin Shop
Don Robertson
3201 Carlisle Blvd, NE
Albuquerque. NM 87110
800-284-6546
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NMMEA M usic Industry Council Members 201 2-20 13
Second Wind Repair
Janet HamJOn
2432 Rose Ave. NW
Albuqucrque. NM 87014
505-243-2099
second\\-indrepair@hotmail.com
SMB Fundraising
Michael Brownstein
672 I Edith Blvd NE, Ste D Albu
querque, N M 87 I I 3
505- 343-1320
smbfundraising(g.;msn.com
http://smbfundraisii1ginc.com

Yamaha Corporation
Adria Lewis,
Convention Coordinator
6600 Orangcthorpe Ave.
Buena Park. CA 90920
7 I 4-522-9490
alewis@yamaba.com
Young Women In Harmony
SweetAdclines lnt'l Region 21
Annie Hayes
775 W. Roger Rd. #85

Summit Tour & Travel
PO Box 682240
Orlando. Fl 32868-2240
877-290-6777
info(a>summittourtravd.com

Tucson, AZ 85705
Zia Graphics
Jim Edgeington
2730 Carlisle NE
Albuquerque. NM 87110
888-994-7274
sales@ziagrnphics.com

University of Tcxa,; at El Paso
William McMillan
500 W University
Fox Fine Arts Rm. 30 I
El Paso. TX 79968-2552
915-747-5606
wmcmilla({vutcp.edu

Eastem New Mexico University
Dustin Seifert
Department of Music
1 500 S. Ave. K. Station 16
Portales. N M 88130
575-562-4480
dustin.sei fert(a),enmu.edu

New Mexico Highlands University
Edward Han-ington
Dept. of Visual & Performing Arts,
Music
PO Box 900013
Las Vegas. NM 8770 I
505-426-2720
eharrington(a,.nmhu.ed
New Mexico Stale University
Dr. Lon Chaffm
Music Department
Box 300 I MSC 3-F
Las Cruces, NM 88003
505-646-242 I
lchaffin@nmsu.edu
University ofNcw Mexico
Dr. Steven Block
Department of Music
Center for Arts MSC0-2570
Albuquerque. NM 87131-14 11
505-277-2127
sblock(a.unm.edu

White·s Music Box
Mike White
200 South Downtown Mall
Las Cruces. NM 8800 I
505-526-6677
whitcsmusicbox@.aol.com

Including the

,.. se"

Database
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Here are some simple, time-effective ways principals
can assist their school's music educators:
<iu
• Study tht ways that music etlut'allon
devel ops creativity, enhan<'CS c:oopcra
tivt learning, instills d1sc:1plmcd wntk
habits, <1nd corrclatl'5 with gain� 111
standardized test scores.
• Make clear that all students. not J�t
thc gifted, talented, or affluent. dc
SC'rvc the opporlunny to �ch1eve h1uh
level� of skill in music
• Provide adequate funding for instru
menrs and music education materials.
• Make certain that your sC'hool has a
fully staffed faculty of cl'rt1fa'd music
leac�ers.

Visit www.nafme.org for more
Principal Resources.
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,n

• Make stat1�11cal studies and re<,carch
support111g the value of music: educa
tion available to other administrator-,
and sc.-hool boards
• Ask music advocates lo �peak al PTA
and community meetings, or ask your
music teacher to set up performanccs
to kecp the education community
apprised of students' achievements
• Encourage music teacher.. to support
thc,r cause by writing arhl'k5 in lol'al
newspapers, professional Journals, or
by blogg,ng online about th� value of
mu51l' education.
• Share your students' successes with
d1strrct colleagues. Include articles
,n �hool and district newsletters to
communicate the value of mu�ic in a
student's educ:ation.
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HUMMINGBIRD ART, CHESS & MUSIC
SUMMER CAMP

lEN ???
LL

WHY???

Band, Orchestra, Choir and Guitar camps.

NTER

Christmas Concert preparation.
UNG
Festival and Concert Preparation
MMER
Four weeks Art Camp for students 8- 1 4
One week Chess Camp for students 8-14
Nine weeks Music Camp for students 8- 1 4

Our Clinicians and instrumental specialists
teach sectionals to prepare for your concert
or festival. We accomplish in depth
teaching in a woodland setting that
combines music &outdoor recreation which
inspires esprit-de-corps.

WHO???

:n Middle School
Band
Desen Ridge Middle School
Band
Eagle Ridge Middle School
�rt Ridge Middle School Orchestra
Band
Band
Grant
Middle
School
Choir
lt Middle School
ison Middle School
Orchestra
Band
Jackson Middle c;;chool
1edy Middle School
Band/Orchestra
LBJ Middle School
Band/Orchestra
Los Lunas Middle School
Band
Band
l\lamos Middle School
Choir
Albuquerque Youth Symphony
Orchestra
1querque Boys Choir
.querque Youth Orchestra Orchestra
Orchestra
Jefferson Middle School
ver Middle School
Orchestra
Roosevelt Middle School
Orchestra
ison Middle School
Band
Piedra Vista High School
Orchestra
Band/Orchestra
Band
Rio Rancho Middle School
r1hower Middle School
roe Middle School
Band/Choir
PAPA Charter School
Choir
: Middle School
Band
Rio Grande Youth Choir
Choir
Band/Orchestra
Mountain View Middle School
Band
>r Middle School
lichael's High School
Band
Bosque Middle School
Band
rt Lutheran Middle School Band
John Adams Middle School
Band
Orchestra
Albuquerque Jr. Orchestra
querque Jr. Symphony
Orchestra
Drado Hjgh School
Choir
Santa Fe Youth Symphony
Orchestra
�ements are made for; Special Clinicians, Hummingbird Staff instrumental special, and recreation programs.
ally a 3-day camp will suffice for most objectives (Friday through Sunday or during the week).
ADDITIONAL INFORMATION CALL: (575)829-3060 E-MAIL: group@hummingbirdmusiccamp.org

NEW MEXICO MUSIC
EDU CATORS ASSOC IATl ON
Don Gerheart, Executive Director
93 Mimbres Drive
Los Alamos, NM 87544

\/on-ProIii
Orgamzn11011
L,.S. Poslagc
PAID
Pcrm11 "lo. 51
NM

SCH3-DIGIT 870
Library/ Serials Department
Univ Lbry BCM General Admin

0
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Albuquerque, NM 87131 -0001
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Dealer of Rare and Contemporary butrumentd and BowJ
Largut Inventory in the Cou1Ztry
WorlJ C{a.,J Rutoration and Repair Department
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